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MIZZOU 
FROM THE CHANCELLOR 

Mizzou's Research Future 
At the end of June, I joined 
several hundred community 
supporters on campus to cel
ebrate a historic moment: the 
groundbreaking of our revo
lutionary, 275,000-square-foot 
NextGen Precision Health 

Institute - the first new research building on 
MU's campus in over a decade. (For more on the 
institute, see Page 24.) 

It is humbling to think that we are building 
the future of health care right here in Columbia. 
Then again, I have always known that Missouri's 
flagship university is the kind of institution that 
sees tomorrow in today. 

That's why Mizzou established the world's first 
journalism school. That's why we are home to 
the country's most powerful university research 
reactor. And why we are one of only a handful 
of institutions with a comprehensive breadth of 
schools and colleges across the arts, humanities 
and STEM fields - all on one campus. 

Our capacity to reach around the world, to work 
across disciplines and to think innovatively drives 
our culture of boundless possibility. Since arriv
ing at Mizzou, I've been committed to enhancing 
this culture even more. 

Launching this fall, our Artist in Residence 
program will bring nationally celebrated artists to 
campus. Strategic partnerships such as our alli
ance with Siemens Healthineers create industry 
pathways that strengthen our students' hands-on 
experiences, while new centers of limitless opportu
nity such as our state-of-the-art NextGen Precision 

Health Institute take discovery to a new level. 
All of this, generated through the vision of 

our students, faculty and staff, means we are 
making remarkable contributions to the pub
lic good every day. 

Our Nobel Laureate George Smith's discov
ery - phage display - has led to treatments 
for metastatic cancer and autoimmune diseas
es. Recently elected to the National Academy 
of Sciences, College of Agriculture, Food and 
Natural Resources Professor Tom Spencer has 
transformed animal health and breeding prac
tices with his research on livestock fertility -
work that also has profound implications for 
women's health. 

Our faculty, staff and students prove time 
and time again they are enterprising problem
solvers. Embracing the freedom of a global 
learning community, they forge new pathways 
for creativity and collaboration. Engineers 
work alongside theater scholars and biologists, 
journalists work alongside law students, and 
chemists team up with medical doctors. 

Collectively, anything is possible at MU. 
The more we use strategy to drive our bud
get, break down traditional barriers and give 
our people the opportunities to push these 
boundaries even more, the more those possi
bilities will evolve into solutions. Solutions to 
cancer, drought, cardiovascular disease, food 
insecurity - all of the grand challenges that 
we tackle right here to change the lives of the 
people we serve around the world. 

- Chancellor Alexander Cartwright 
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MORE MIZZOU ONLINE 

IE3I NextGen Health: Check out a video of the vision for the NextGen 
Precision Health Institute at tinyurl.com/nextgenhealth . 

a Heartland Gallery: View a slideshow of paintings of 1940s 
Missouri from th e Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney Collection at 
tinyurl.com/MOpaintings. 

CONTRIBUTORS 

Carson Vaughan's writing has appeared in The New 
York Times, The New Yorker, The Atlantic, The Paris 
Review Daily and Outside. He profiled charismatic poet 
and faculty member John Neihardt, whose larger
than-life epics chronicled the Wild West. Page 16. 

Margaret Engel, BJ '73, won awards reporting for the 
Washington Post and co-authored a book that inspired the 
long-running Food Finds show on The Food Network. She 
penned our nostalgic piece on CoMo restaurants. Page 38. 

Mark Godich, BJ '79, a senior editor at 
The Athletic and Sports Illustrated veteran, 
wrote our profile of mountain climber
linebacker Cale Garrett. Page 34 . 

About the cover 
Mizzou students down the 
decades - after exhaust-
ing all known variations on 
ramen or mac and cheese -
flocked to CoMo's restaurants 
for respite, recreation and 
more calories than most 
care to recall . illustration 
by Blake Dinsdale. Page 38 . 
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Departlllents 
1 First Look 
Remember the Peanut Stand painting from 

the walls of Jesse Hall? 

6 Around the Columns 
Animal scientist Tom Spencer joins the National 

Academy of Sciences, MU's summer repertory 

theater turns 50 and MU footballers get new digs. 

7 Data 
Enrollment up, costs down 

50 Mizzou Alumni News 
Meet the Mizzou Alumni Association's new 

volunteer president, as well as award winners. 

51 Class Notes 
Anniversaries, jobs, weddings - alumni tell us 

the latest. 

57 Alumni Bookshelf 
Alumni writers remember London at war, 

reveal the beauty in mathematics and chronicle 

Saturday morning cartoons. 

61 Connections 
There are friends, and then there are friends 

who would give you a kidney. 

6,1 Semper Mizzou 
Space correspondent John Bisney, BJ '76, 

MA '78 , remembers Apollo 11. 



Features 

t Linebacker Cale Garrett preps to surmount his senior season. Page 34 

16 Fever Dreams 32 Lifetime Tiger 
John Neihardt, a charismatic poet with A winner of a 2019 Kemper Fellowship for 

one foot in the Wild West and the other Teaching Excellence, Botswana Blackburn 
It's Homecoming! 

in literature, packed lecture halls and never forgets what it's like to be a student . 

inspired a generation oftop writers. BY TONY REHAGEN, BA, BJ '01 
Find the event 

schedule, and meet 
BY CARSON VAUGHAN the planners as well 

as the luminaries 

34 Solo Summit in this year's Hall of 

24 Discovering NextGen Health Whether he's hiking up Pikes Peak or tracking 
Fame Class. P. 44 

A new research initiative creates and down a running back, linebacker Cale Garrett 

delivers custom health treatments and cures. is always thinking about what happens next, 

BY NANCY VANG, MA '83 what gets him to the top of his game. 

BY MARK GODICH, BJ '79 

a: 30 A Precedential Decision 
w 

A School of Law graduate holds a hospital 38 CoMo Eats z 
z 
w accountable for the death by suicide of an Find your favorite college-town restaurant 
"' 
u, 

Iraq War veteran. in this nostalgic look at local nosh . "' ~ 
0 

BY KELSEY ALLEN , BA , BJ '10 BY MARGARET ENGEL, BJ '73 I 
u 
z 
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Straight from the Heartland 

CELEBRATING A HALF-CENTURY OF SUMMER REP 
For 50 years, theater majors, professional actors and 
community members have mounted summer reper
tory theater classics in Rhynsburger Theatre accord
ing to the plan of the late Larry Clark, MA '61, who 
retired from MU's faculty in 1999. Clark envisioned a 
troupe of paid actor-scholars, such as former Chanti
cleer singer Marques Jerrell Ruff (shown here in Rag
time in July), learning their craft in the repertory cru
cible of rehearsing three shows for a month and then 
performing them in rotation . Some of Clark's acting 
students became household names, including Tom 
Berenger, BA '71, and Chris Cooper, BGS '76. 
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During her high school years in rural Houston, 
Missouri, Sevanna Rowland's days started with 
helping her four younger siblings get ready for 
school. Then, after finishing her classes, sports 
and a part-time job, her day ended with relieving 
her grandmother of babysitting duties. 

"Having such a big part in raising my siblings 
taught me a lot about motherhood. I think it'd be 
really great to be a mom someday ... ," Rowland 
says, cutting herself off with a smile, " ... but not 
yet. We're going to college." Now a sophomore, 
Rowland entered the Trulaske College of Busi
ness in fall 2018 with the support of the Heart
land Scholars Academy, a four-year scholarship 
for rural, first-generation business students that 
provides resources including business lessons, 
company visits, laptop computers and profes
sional attire. 

Many first-generation students from small 
towns aren't sure they have what it takes to cut it 
at a place like Mizzou, both academically and fi
nancially, says Mary Beth Marrs, who directs the 
program. "Our goal is to empower these students 
with the confidence to realize they can compete 
with anyone else on this campus, and they can 
do it well." The program was established in 2018 
with a gift from Irl and Sue Englehardt, BS BA 
'75, MBA '77. 

As Rowland begins her third semester at Miz
zou, she has begun to envision career possibilities 
- maybe she'll go into fashion, maybe in a city 
much bigger than Houston, Missouri. Rowland's 
grandmother Donna Rowland is proud of how 
she approaches life with her trademark fearless 
enthusiasm and perseverance. "Sevanna is what 
she is because of the way her life was, tough as it 
may seem. It could have broke her, but it didn't -
it made her." - Connor Voss, BJ '16 

WE'D LIKE TO THANK THE ACADEMY 
The Mizzou Alumni Association 
proudly reports that MIZZOU 
magazine won a bronze medal 
in the 2019 CASE Circle of Excel
lence Awards general interest 
magazine category. MIZZOU maga
zine shares top honors this year 
with periodicals from Amherst, 
Wellesley, Oberlin and University 
of Chicago. The overall Circle of Excellence contest 
judges 2,856 entries in 100 categories, and MU is one of 
611 schools in 20 countries to win recognition. 
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Downward Pressure 
For the second year in a row, MU has posted a double-digit percentage jump in the size of its freshman class. A total of 
5,459 students have paid enrollment deposits, a 16.25 percent increase from the 2018 incoming class of 4 ,696 (Official 
enrollment is tallied after the fourth week of class) . Officials attribute the surge in part to the university's emphasis on providing 
students a high-quality experience. But money matters, too. They arrive at a time when campus and University of Missouri System 
leaders have made strides in keeping college costs down. 

Scholarships & Grants 
Compared to national averages, 
MU students borrow 25 percent 
less for college, and they gradu

ate with $8,000 less in debt. 

$12 
MILLION 
MU's annual spending on 
need-based financial aid 

,I out of 5 
Mizzou students receive some form of 

assistance through grants, scholarships, 
loans or other aid 

Room and Board 
Students are living and 
eating on campus for less. 

11.4% 
Reduction in room rates 

over the past two years 

11!!!!.0-· Percentage of 
g 'O housing options 

that start at $5,999 a year, or 
$667 a month, for a total annual 

savings of $430, compared to 
lowest rates last year 

83 0 .- Percentage of students who, 
•• • when combined with the .··o primary dining plan, will pay 

less this year for on-campus 

housing and dining 

Teztbooks and 
Course Materials 
Students save hundreds of 
dollars a year on textbo~ks. 

22,000 
Digital course materials available 

through Cengage Unlimited for 

$SO a semester, compared to 
paper texts that can cost as 

much as $300 each 

Decrease in the 
~ o ... ·· average cost of • .••o books and other 

.- course materials per 

class, from $73 in fiscal 2019 to $68 

in fiscal 2020. saving students 

$3 million across the UM System 

Reduction in the average 

textbook cost at The Mizzou 
Store using reduced-cost 

digital textbooks and free, 
open educational resources 

Tuidon & Fees 
To fi ll gaps left by millions in state 

funding cuts, the University of Missouri 

System board of curators approved a 

s percent tuition increase for the 
2019 - 20 school year. Even so, MU 

remains more affordable than several 
other SEC institutions, including 
Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee. 

1 6 0 Average annual increase in MU's 

• ,iJ tuition during the past decade, the 
smallest of any state flagship 
university 
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Greeks Go Forward 
In recent years, universities nationwide have 
grappled with concerns about fraternity and 
sorority life in the realms of student h ealth, safe
ty and success. MU is no different. To deal with 
such issues, in January 2018, MU established an 
advisory board of students, parents, faculty, staff, 
alumni, facility and house corporation representa
tives, chapter advisers, and national sorority and 
fraternity leaders. The board released its report in 
April, recommending the following: 

• Increase diversity and inclusion program
ming and advising. 

• Create a Greek Ambassadors program staffed 
by students educated about the four Greek gov
erning councils to help recruit more members 
and increase intercouncil collaboration. 

• Shorten the length of new-member periods to 
combat hazing. 

• Make self-reporting of hazing less punitive as 
a means of encouraging such disclosures and cre
ating a safer environment. 

• Set academic standards for chapters w ishing 
to house freshmen in order to improve student 
safety. 

"Mizzou has shown that it is one of th e stron
gest supporters of this rich tradition of brother-

8 MIZZOUMAGAZINE 

hood and sisterhood by facilitating this process," 
says Ted Hellman, BS BA, ' 71, MBA ' 72, an 
advisory board member and a founder of the MU 
Fraternity Alumni Consortium. "I am confident 
these ch anges will position fraternities and sorori
ties to flourish at Mizzou." 

Several of the report's recommendations -
including diversity programming and self-report
ing - already h ave gone into effect. Others will be 
phased in by 2022, when the last of the currently 
closed Greek ch apters returns to campus. 

Read the full report at fsl.missouri.edu. 

BOW TO BEAT BULLYING 
Despite all the interventions, 1 in 3 children con
tinues to be bullied in school. But why? In a new 
study by the College of Education's Christopher 
Slaten, youngsters equipped with a greater sense 
of belonging with their peers, family and school 
community were less likely to bully others. Slat
en's takeaway: Families and schools may be able 
to foster a protective affinity by supporting each 
child's interests through clubs and activities and 
by having parents, siblings, teachers and class
mates demonstrate their support. 

Twitter Buzz About 

#Mizzou 
@JChrisPires 
Today we have some 10,000 
#Missouri high school stu
dents @Mizzou for #music 
performance/competition 
- the whole campus is 
111 singing in every practice 
corner @MizzouAandS 

@MizzouFootball 
#COMO is #5 on 
@Slnow's List of College 
Football's Greatest 
College Towns !! !! 
#MIZ#ShowMe f~; fl 

@JennieBroyles 
And just like that, alumna 
,--;-·, + 
!I Finished a 145 hour 
program in 4 years 
!I Graduated with 
2 degrees at 20 
!I Magna Cum Laude 
!I Student Project Coor
dinator for the Division of 
Diversity & Inclusion 
!I 6 organizations, 4 exec 
positions 
PJ Mizzou 39 Next stop ... 
NYC . 

@Slnow 
Former Mizzou DE Jordan 
Harold stood outside the 
Panthers' stadium holding 
a sign that says 'will pass 
rush for hot wings' 

@noahamcgee 
A young Black boy from 
Atlanta, Georgia is gradu
ating from the first and 
best journalism school in 
the country. I prayed that 
this time would come. Now, 
it's finally here. May 17. 

6:oo PM. Mizzou Arena. 

@MizzouAthletics 
NEWS I llJO #Mizzou 
Student-Athletes Placed 
on First-Year @SEC 
Academic Honor Roll 
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Co1Vs Take to the Cloud 
A lot of things die on a farm. Growing up, Libby Martin 
wondered if it had to be that way. Raised by a single mother, 
Martin spen t most of her time at h er grandparents' farm in 
California, Missouri. After school, she went to their house and 
helped h er grandfath er tend the anim als. Frequently, one of 
the animals would die, especially during calving season. No 
matter how many times they would ch eck on stock, a cow or 
a calf wouldn't make it through birth. Or a calf would miss its 
critical first feeding and starve. 

"It was for reasons I felt we could do something about," says 
Martin, BS Ag '18, now a second-year student in the College 
of Veterinary Medicine. She asked vets and farm equipment 
salespeople, but no one had a solution. "It was just assumed 
this was a problem that producers had to deal with." Martin 
didn't like that answer. But it wasn't until college, when h er 
grandfather collapsed from h eat stroke while checking on his 
animals, that she decided to do something about it. 

Then an undergraduate studying animal sciences at Miz
zou, Martin mapped out cows' physiological changes during 
pregnancy and birth to come up with m easurem ents she could 
take remotely to alert farmers of trouble. By the first year of 
her veterinary program, she h ad formed Calving Technologies 
and had a concept for a sensor-laden collar that cows would 
wear during gestation. The collar uploads data to the cloud and 

alerts farmers through their smartphones. 
After being accepted into the University of Missouri System's 

Entrepreneur Quest (EQ) Student Accelerator, she went through 
an eight-week mentorship program where she received techni
cal, legal and business advice. By the end, she had a prototype to 
present at the program's climactic pitch competitions. Martin's 
collar won both the campus- and system-level competitions, net
ting her $40,000 in prize money, which she is spending on data 

analytics to perfect the collar's diagnostic capability. 
"It was no strings attached - take this money and m ake 

your dreams come true," Martin says. "What EQ did for my 

startup, it made all the difference." - Erih Potter 

t A new app in 
development 
by veteri-
nary student 
Libby Martin 
alerts cattle 
farmers to 
trouble during 
pregnancy 
and calving 
seasons. 

Outstanding in Dis Field 
Tom Spencer came to MU in 2015 to advance his 
research in what he then described as a "relatively 
underexplored area in the health profession ." Four 
years later, his field of study is still lightly trodden , 
but his explorations have hardly gone unnoticed . 
Spencer, a professor of animal sciences in the 
College of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources, 
was elected this year as a member of the National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) . Election to the NAS is 
one of the highest honors a U.S. scientist can receive . 

This national distinction comes on the heels of 
Spencer's appointment as a 2018 curators distin 
guished professor, MU's highest and most prestigious 
rank bestowed only on outstanding scholars with 
established reputations. Spencer is internationally 
recognized for his research in reproductive and 
developmental biology. Using a variety of animal 
models, including cattle , pigs and mice , he studies 
uterine and placental development and function 
to better understand the processes that support 
pregnancy. His goals are to increase fertility in beef 
and dairy cows and also apply his findings to human 
medicine to solve women's reproductive problems. 
In support of those goals, Spencer has a joint 
appointment in the School of Medicine's Department 
of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Women's Health . 

Not a farm boy growing up, Spencer joined his 
high school's Future Farmers of America program 
and established a 120-head livestock operation to 
help pay for college. He went on to win numerous 
honors and awards (they take up an entire page 
of his curriculum vitae) and publish hundreds of 
journal articles. With his prestigious NAS induction 
(he's the 10th MU professor to join the academy's 
ranks), Spencer brings an even brighter spotlight 
and increased visibility to an underexplored area of 
the health profession. 

t Tom Spencer, a fertility specialist and professor of 
animal sciences, was elected to the National Academy 
of Sciences. 
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Missouri History's New Dome 
After decades being housed on the ground floor of Ellis Library, the State 
Historical Society of Missouri on Aug. 10 cut the ribbon on a new build
ing opposite Peace Park in downtown Columbia. The society has numerous 
extensive collections. For instance, it's the only spot on the planet where 
one can peruse the papers of charismatic poet and MU faculty member 
John Neihardt, author of Black Elk Speaks (See Page 16). 

The new 76,000-square-foot structure is a showplace featuring Missouri 
materials, including its limestone cladding and internal staircase of white 
oak. Its city-campus boundary location offers students, faculty and citizens 
alike convenient access not only to letters, papers, diaries, journals, photo
graphs and genealogical records but also to an art gallery and facilities for 
staging public events, such as films, workshops and lectures. 

The society's former headquarters in Ellis Library were tight and the 
spaces fragmented. The new building is far more open and transparent. Its 
new research center, for instance, offers patrons easy access to tens of thou
sands of maps, documents, photographs, rare books and rolls of microfilm. 
Almost all of the society's book collection is close at hand. 

The Missouri legislature approved funding for the new society headquarters 
in 2015, and workers broke ground in April 2017. Gould Evans, an architec
ture firm based in Kansas City, Missouri, designed the $35 million building. 
The concept: Embody in dramatic fashion the connection between our soci
ety, Missouri, Columbia and Mizzou. 
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KISSING THE WORLD CUP "Winning 
a World Cup is a once-in-a-lifetime experience,'' says 
Ryan Dell, Arts '16. But the U.S. women's national 
team equipment manager has been part of two vie-

, tories - in 2015 in Canada and in July in France. 
Dell's duties include moving the team's gear, coor
dinating practices with coaches so cones and other 
equipment are ready for drills, seeing to it that jer
seys are printed for competitions and ensuring that 
players are properly togged out for everything from 
victory parades to photo shoots. "For me, it's about 
making sure players have what they need." 

Tech Takes Flight 
It's not about the bird. The European starling 
only seems to be the darling of a newly published 
study revealing a three-dimensional view of the 
skeletal muscles responsible for flight. It's true 
the starling's close-up is magnificent, providing 
the most comprehensive and detailed anatomical 
picture ever taken. 

To create a 3D model of the bird's pectoral muscle 
fibers, scientists in pathology and anatomical 
sciences in the School of Medicine combined en
hanced CT scans and data captured with an Xradia 
microscope not typically used for biological appli
cations. The journal of the Society for Integrative 
and Comparative Biology published their work, 
which describes bird flight as "an intricate symphony 
of muscle, bone, and connective tissue interaction, 
mediated by complex neuromuscular control and 
sensory feedback." 

Researchers want to isolate each note of that 
symphony. The starling will reprise its starring 
role, when future research focuses on whether its 
wishbone bends during flight. Ultimately, though, 
the bird's role will look less like a star turn than 
a bit part, as researchers aim their scopes and 
scanners at other species to develop teaching 
tools for animal and human surgeons. Eventually, 
human anatomy models can be accessible online 
"so Average Joe or Jane can get their phone out 
and pull up a model of the muscles of the hand," 
says Associate Professor Casey Holliday, one of 
the study's authors. "Then, they can show the 
doctor precisely which part of their hand hurts." 

t CT scans coupled with 
data from an Xradia 
microscope produce 
extraordinary 3D 
images that you may 
someday access on 
your smartphone. 
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TIGER HUNT 
These days, Columbia sidewalks are thick with 

students walking their dogs. But 70 years ago, the 

campus outcry was for a pet of a different stripe. 

Howard Ray Rowland, BJ '50, recounts the mascot 

mania in a self-published memoir of his post-World 

W ar II college years, So Much to Leam (2019): 

In the fall of 1949, the campus newspaper, The 
Missouri Student, launched a campaign to obtain a 

live tiger as the university's official mascot. Why not! 

Other football teams had live mascots: a mustang, 

a ram, a bear, a mule, a variety of dogs. A call went 

out to students, faculty and alumni to conduct a tiger 

hunt. The Student assumed that the tiger cou ld be 

housed and fed by the veterinary science department 

or by one of the fraternities. 

The campaign got statewide publicity and responses 

from notables like 1924 MU graduate Inez Robb, a col

umnist for International News Service. She declined to 

help pay for a tiger mascot because she didn't want to 

be responsible if the tiger polished off an old grad at 

a Homecoming game. "Why not take that money and 

buy another football player?" she asked. 

Undeterred, The Student contacted other eminent 

alumni - Hal Boyle , Homer Croy, Mary Margaret 

McBride - but had no success. 

The Student even tried to get a tiger from Holly

wood. This reply came from Normal Siegel, publicity 

director for Paramount Pictures: "Thanks for your 

recent letter offering us an opportunity to cooperate 

with you in finding a tiger for the Missouri campus. 

t Editorial staff of the 1949 Missouri 
Student, above, on the hunt for a live 
tiger mascot. Howard Ray Rowland , left. 

Unfortunately, we have had no pictures 

in which we have used a tiger. The nearest approach 

was the use of a lion in Samson and Delilah , but I 

hardly think MU would care to change its mascot even 

to obtain a large lion." 

The Student's response: "Don't be too sure about 

that . We're pretty desperate." 

FROM RESEARCH TO CURE 
The National Institutes of Health has granted 

the College of Agriculture, Food and Natural 

Resources $8.6 million to establish the Swine 

Somatic Cell Genome Editing Center. The facil

ity, which will develop treatments for human 

diseases such as cystic fibrosis, is the institute's 

latest move in developing new gene-editing tools 

and making them available to researchers. With 

thousands of diseases known to have genetic 

causes and amid the rapid rise of technologies 

that can precisely modify genes, MU's center in

tends to create safe, efficient and cost-effective 

processes that translate this knowledge into 

treatments. The center's mission aligns with 

MU's NexGen Precision Health Initiative 

{See Page 24) . 

Briefty 
• The University of Missouri 

System Board of Cura-

tors on June 20 approved 

two new interdisciplinary 

degree programs dealing 

with American political 

history - a Bachelor of Arts 

in constitutional democ

racy and a Master of Arts in 

Atlantic history and politics. 

MU's Kinder Institute on 

Constitutional Democracy 

will coordinate the degrees. 

Such programs "are valu

able for future leaders, and 

our faculty are intentional 

about engaging diverse 

perspectives of thought in 

the classroom," says system 

President Mun Choi. The 

institute was created in 2015 

with a gift from the Kinder 

Foundation. More: 
democracy.missouri.edu 

• William Stackman, 
MS '82, took the reins as vice 

provost for student affairs on 

July 15. In Stackman's former 

role as associate vice presi

dent for student services 

at the University of Notre 

Dame, he oversaw the 

McDonald Center for Student 

Well-Being, the University 

Counseling Center and 

University Health Services. 

-Two Mizzou students have 

landed Goldwater Scholar

ships in 2019. They are 

Missourians Sterling Evans of 

Lathrop and Julie Nguyen of 

Chesterfield. The Barry Gold

water Scholarship in Excel

lence in Education Foundation 

rewards students interested 

in research in the natural 

sciences, mathematics and 

engineering. Evans (plant sci

ences) and Nguyen (chemical 

engineering) also enjoy 

communicating scientific 

ideas to nonscientists. More: 

fellowships.missouri.edu 
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Tiger Football's New Facilit,-
The Missouri football team has a n ew home to call its own: 
Memorial Stadium's south end zone facility. The Tigers 
used to m eet and work out at the Mizzou Athletics Training 
Complex, which they shared with other MU teams. The new 
football-specific facility, funded in part with a $10 million gift 
from the Walsworth family of Marceline, Missouri, has all the 
comforts of home, including a gas fireplace in Coach Barry 
Odom's office. For fans, the renovation includes 16 luxury 
suites and two premium club areas to watch the Tigers play. 

NEW-AND-IMPROVED FEATURES 

• In the past, players warded off soreness after practices by soaking 
in kiddie pools filled with ice water. The hydrotherapy pool holds 
as many as 60 players, who can take their minds off the chi lly water 
by watching TV on the screens that extend up from the middle of the 
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tank. There are two smaller pools with underwater treadmills and 
resistance-therapy jets, as well as a 40-foot, two-lane lap pool. 

• The training room, in addition to bandages and athletic tape, sports 
a floatation-therapy pod that gives athletes a mind-and-body retreat 
from football - and the rest of the world - while they float in a near 
zero-gravity state in salt water. The pod is part of a relaxation area, 
where players also can get massages. 

• At nearly 20,000 square feet, the new weight room is almost twice 
as big as the one at the complex. It includes a nutrition station and a 
ramp for pushing and pulling heavy objects up an incline. 

• Sleek modern lockers are pleasing to the eye ... and to the nose. 
That musty locker room smell should be a thing of the past 
because each locker boasts ventilated storage areas at the top 
and bottom for sweaty shoulder pads, braces and cleats . 

- Joe Walljasper, BJ '92 
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MAKING IT LOOK EASY 
Jordanne Panton stepped confidently to the bar
bell that bore 215 kilograms - nearly 474 pounds 
- a weight that no woman her age and size had 
ever deadlifted. She bent down, grabbed the bar 
and picked it up with no visible strain. Her serene 
expression barely changed. 

Setting a world record shouldn't be as effortless 
as Panton made it look on Sept. 5, 2018, at the In
ternational Powerlifting Federation Junior World 
Championships in South Africa. 

"It was the best meet of my life mentally," says 
Panton, who is entering her junior year at Miz
zou. "I was able to travel that far around the world 
doing what I love." 

Panton, a native of Hartland, Wisconsin, got inter
ested in powerlifting in junior high school after her 
mother took up the sport. She entered her first compe
tition the day after her 14th birthday and won. Within 
six months, she could lift more than her mom. "I was 
hooked," she says. "I had so much fun at the meets." 

TWO WA.TS TO WIN 
At the Orange Bowl on Jan. 2, 1961, the Navy Midship

men had Heisman Trophy-winning halfback Joe Bellino 

on the field and President-elect John F. Kennedy in the 

stands providing moral support. But Missouri had a 

+- Danny LaRose 
tackles a Georgia 
halfback for a 
2-yard loss in the 
1960 Orange Bowl. 

At a powerlifting competition, each athlete 
performs in three events: the bench press, squat 
and deadlift. Whoever lifts the most combined 
weight wins the overall title. Panton placed sec
ond overall at the 2016 world championships in 
Poland - where she set her first world deadlift 
record in the 18-and-under age group - and 
again in 2018. 

Panton, who is majoring in health science, 
balances schoolwork with three or four train
ing sessions per week, each lasting about three 
hours. She would train more often, but she was 
diagnosed with mild scoliosis as a teenager, and 
her back aches if she overworks it. Her current 
routine seems to be working just fine. 

"I'd definitely love to win and become a world 
champion," Panton says. "I'd also love to coach 
someday, and I want to become a physical thera
pist and work with athletes." 

- Joe Walljasper, BJ '92 

loaded team that included Danny LaRose, BS Ed '61, an 

imposing 6-foot-4, 225-pound end. 

"I remember the announcer no sooner got the 

words out of his mouth that Bellino hadn't been 

tackled for a loss of yardage all season when Danny 

nailed him for about a 10-yard loss with a one-on-one 

tackle," says Russ Sloan, BS Ed '61, M Ed '63, a former 

teammate of LaRose who was a graduate assistant 

for the 1960 season. "That pretty much set the tone." 

Missouri held Bellino to 4 rushing yards and won 

the game 21-14. The victory capped a senior season 

in which LaRose led the Tigers in receiving yards and 

anchored a defense that shut out three opponents. 

LaRose died on April 27, 2019, at the age of So in 

Luther, Michigan. He was one of Missouri's greatest stars 

in an era when players had to play offense and defense. 

As a senior, he was an All-American as an offensive end 

and placed eighth in the Heisman voting. He went on to 

play six seasons in the NFL as an offensive tackle. 

Scoreboard 
19 - Years Wayne and 
Susan Kreklow coached 
MU's volleyball team before 
announcing their retirement 
July 18. Their squads ap
peared in 15 NCAA tourna
ments and won two SEC titles. 

29 - Years Bob Jones, 
MS '91, has spent as a 
strength coach. Jones, who 
coached at Mizzou from 
1990 to 2001 and at William 
Woods University since then, 
was named the 2019 College 
Strength and Conditioning 
Coach of the Year by the 
National Strength and 
Conditioning Association. 

8.12 - Distance in meters 
(26 feet, 7¾ inches) MU junior 
Ja'Mari Ward leaped to win 
the long jump at the USATF 
Outdoor Championships 
July 28 in Des Moines, Iowa. 

15:17 - KarissaSchweizer's 
second-place time in the 
5,000-meter run at the 
USATF Outdoor Champion
ships. Schweizer, BHS '18, 
qualified to represent the U.S. 
at the world championships 
in October in Doha, Qatar. 

2 - Missouri baseball play
ers selected on the first day 
of the MLB draft. The Miami 
Marlins picked outfielder 
Kameron Misner 35th 
overall, and the New York 
Yankees chose pitcher 
TJ Sikkema 38th overall. 
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Generations 
of Generosity 

When Jim Liu was growing up in Hong Kong, he was 
close to his grandfather Liu Him, who had a reputa
tion as a generous man. "Even though our family had 

no money, people would come to him and ask for loans," recalls 
Liu, BS '73, MS '76, PhD '81. "Sometimes he had to borrow the 
money himself to loan it to others, but he always helped them." 

Liu 's father had to leave school when World War II began, 
and his grandfather had little formal education. "Even so, 
my grandfather always told us to go to school ," Liu says. 
"He knew education was a way out of poverty." So, at age 
18, Liu followed his grandfather's advice and set out for the 
U.S. with a friend. After arriving in Los Angles, they folded 
a map in half, catching Missouri in the crease, and took it as 
a sign to apply to Mizzou. 

In the end , only Liu went on to attend MU. When his friend 
stepped off the plane in Missouri in 1971 and felt the heat 
and humidity of August, he turned around and went back 

In the Liu family, Mizzou alumni wear their graduation gowns to 

honor the newest collegian. The Lius, from left, Melanie, Stephanie, 

Phillip and Jim, celebrate Phillip's graduation from the Trulaske 

College of Business in May 2016. 

to Los Angeles. Now alone in Columbia, Liu said he would 
give Mizzou a year. He ended up staying for 10 and earning 
three degrees. 

By 1986, Liu and his wife, Melanie, lived in Diamond Bar, 
California, where he worked as a medical physicist. The 
couple spent some time considering what to do with a 
Christmas bonus he would soon receive. Liu knew they 
could live without the bonus and felt compelled to create a 
scholarsh ip for a medical physics student, like he had been 
at MU. At the time, Liu was teaching classes in that field 
at UCLA, so he offered the bonus to his department. The 
school turned him down, saying the amount wasn't enough 
to create an endowment. 



Jim Liu spends time with his grandfather Liu Him in Hong 
Kong in 1972. 

Not long after, at a Mizzou alumni event in California, Liu told an 
MU representative about his desire to create a scholarship. "They 
said, 'We can work with that,' " Liu remembers. "Every year after 
that, I put a little bit into the fund." 

Now, 33 years later, the Lius have contributed more than $2.2 million 
to the scholarship fund they started with a Christmas bonus. The 
Liu Him Memorial Scholarship, honoring the man who modeled 
generosity for Liu, has supported more than 100 MU students. Each 
year, the scholarship goes to as many as five st udents from Mis
souri, with amount s that vary according to financial need. "Part of 
my education was paid for by the Missouri taxpayers, and I always 
felt the need to pay them back," he says. 

Of the Lius' children, Phillip, MBA '16, and Stephanie, JD '13, only 
Stephanie briefly met her great-grandfather as a toddler. However, 
both carry on his legacy of generosity as Mizzou Alumni Associa
tion life members and members of multiple MU giving societies. 

" I always told my children to pay it forward," Liu says. "Some
body helped you, so you need to help the future generation." 

"When I opened the email 
with my financial aid offer, 
I actually started sobbing. 
I was overwhelmed with 
happiness and gratitude 
to see the Liu Him schol
arship. It meant not only 
that my scholarships 
would cover all of my 
tuition, fees and books 
but also that I could take 
out fewer loans and not 
have to rely on parental 
financial help. I am for
ever grateful to the Lius." 

- Lucie Trokey, 
senior biology major 

MIZZOU 

OUR TIME TO 

LEAD 
CAMPAIGN UPDATE 

Giving by 
the Numbers 

The Mizzou family's giving spirit has 
made the past year one for the record 
books. During the 2018-2019 academic 
year, the university reached several 
philanthropic milestones. 

$200 million 
Donors contributed over $200 million to 
MU, setting a new one-year university 
record for philanthropic support and 
shattering the previous record of $170 million 
set in 2017. In the category of annual 
giving, or gifts under $10,000, that record 
fell, too. That new tally: $21.3 million 

$1.2 billion 
This year's giving brings the Mizzou: 
Our Time to Lead campaign total to just 
$50 million shy of its $1.3 billion goal. 
Launched in 2015, the campaign aims to 
secure MU's status among the nation's 
elite public universities. 

14,115 
A record number of volunteers gave back 
to Mizzou with their time and talents. 

Several MU academic units celebrated 
record years for giving: the schools of 
law and medicine and the colleges of 
education and veterinary medicine. 
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When John Neihardt joined MU's faculty 70 years ago. this charismatic poet 
not only beguiled legions of students with his epic tales of the frontier but 

also helped forge the voices of talented young authors. including William 
Least Heat-Moon. who went on to write the bestseller Blue Highways. In the 
1960s. well into his ninth decade. the national spotlight shone on Neihardt 

when his Blach Elh Spcahs struck a cultural chord and became a spiritual 

guide to a new generation. This dirt-street scholar. a lover of wide open 

spaces and the audacity it took to master them. could with equal aplomb 

navigate the Missouri River. commune with a cousin of Crazy Horse and 
make literature to immortalize it all. €lt'.; BV CARSON VAl:lJGBAN 





In the spring of 1949, a diminutive man named 
John G. Neihardt - barely 5 feet tall with a 
shock of buoyant white hair and a blue serge 
suit - perched himself casually on the edge 
of his desk at Mizzou and began performing a 
course he called Epic America. 

The lectures were based on his life's work, a series of five 
"songs" or "heroic narrative poems" called A Cycle of the West, 
written at a pace of roughly three lines a day between the ages 
of 31 and 60, "designed," he wrote, "to celebrate the great mood 
of courage that was developed west of the Missouri River in 
the nineteenth century." With the last song several years be
hind him now, and the Macmillan Company promising to 
publish the cycle in full, Neihardt turned "with great enthu
siasm" (and a long wooden pointer) toward that which he had 
once considered the "backwaters" of creativity: academia. 

Students campuswide soon relished their encounters with 
the Hobbit-like bard in browline frames, an epic written in 
his wrinkles, in the way he carried himself, small but mighty, 
like the amateur boxer he once was, so many years ago. "For 
a poet," his daughter Hilda would later write, "John Neihardt 
was unusually physical." She claimed that, as a younger 
man, "he could lift his own weight - 125 pounds - over his 
head with one arm." Due to his reputation as an easy grader 
and exceptional storyteller, his voice animated by grit and 
gusto, his crooked fingers galloping across the oaken desk, 
Neihardt's course routinely attracted more students than 
the largest room in the Arts and Science Building could ac
commodate. In 1952, in fact, so many students were unable to 
enroll in Epic America that they petitioned the university to 
repeat it the second semester. 

"Indeed, I do often think of the good days when we were 
together in Epic America and the meals we shared," wrote Earl Thompson in a letter to Neihardt in December 1972, 

not long before his first novel A Garden of Sand was named 
a finalist for the National Book Award. Thompson, a former 
student, then listed three things in his life that "shaped his 
soul": his grandfather, his children and "the words and way 
of seeing" he learned from Neihardt, "which gave shape and 
understanding [to that] which was before stubborn intuition 
and enormous lonely aches." 

In his nearly spiritual admiration, Thompson - whose 
often-explicit work couldn't have been more different from 
his mentor's - was hardly alone, especially amongst former 
students and would-be writers. Neihardt continued teach
ing Epic America at Mizzou for the next 16 years, but those 
who encountered the new poet-in-residence upon his arrival 
at the university had little idea where he had been or where 
he was soon to go. Few knew of the Pulitzer whispers or his 
crusade against modernist poetry, of his career as a literary 
critic or his bent toward the mystical, of the fever dream that 
sparked his "cosmic awareness" or his friendship with Black 
Elk, a Lakota holy man whose "great vision" he broadcast 



around the world. In the beginning, few of them 
knew what fueled his "words and way of seeing" 
or from what ancient stardust this Midwestern 
mahatma must surely have risen. 

"Here is a man greater than his works," wrote 
M. Slade Kendrick, a friend and economics 
professor at Cornell University, in 1971. " ... To 
know him is to forget his short stature and to 
see that he is truly a moral and spiritual giant." 
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Born Jan. 8, 1881, in a two-room shack on a 
windswept farm in central Illinois, Neihardt 
moved with his mother and two older sisters 

first to Springfield, then to the scorched plains 
of north central Kansas, and finally to the gris
tle and grind of Kansas City. They were chasing 
his father, Nicholas, a loving but restless soul, "a 
V-shaped little giant of a man" who leapfrogged 
from one blue-collar job to the next. From a bluff 
overlooking the flooding Missouri River, the city 
belching behind them, Neihardt held tight to his 
father's forefinger and - at just 6 years old -
caught his "first wee glimpse into the infinite." 
The experience of such "elemental grandeur" 
stoked in Neihardt a sense of wonder that never 
left him, a sort of Old Testament fear he would 
later depict in The River and I, a travelogue detail
ing his journey down a still-wild Upper Missouri. 

"There was a dreadful fascination about it 
- the fascination of all huge and irresist
ible things. ... Many a lazy Sunday stroll 
took us back to the river; and little by little 
the dread became less, and the wonder grew 
- and a little love crept in. In my boy heart 
I condoned its treachery and its giant sins. 
For, after all, it sinned through excess of 
strength, not through weakness. And that is 
the eternal way of virile things." 

After finally leaving Nicholas, Neihardt's 
mother transplanted the family once again, this 
time to Wayne, a small farm town in northeast-

t On assignment for 
Outing magazine in 
1908, Neihardtjour
neyed 2,000 miles 
down the Missouri 
River, from Fort Benton, 
Montana, to Sioux City, 
Iowa. Here, he and his 
young assistant from 
Bancroft, Nebraska, 
inspect their canoe's 
broken rudder after 
navigating a series of 
rapids. Neihardt's dis
patches were eventually 
compiled in The River 
and I, his first book of 
nonfiction. 

+- Although he priori
tized the spiritual and 
intellectual life, Nei
hardt always relished 
a physical challenge. 
As a young high school 
teacher, for example, 
he would encourage his 
students to box, some
times stepping in the 
ring himself. According 
to his daughter Hilda, 
this inherent physicality 
instilled his writing with 
a "masculine verve." 
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PROFILE 

t To pay for his educa
tion at the Nebraska 
Normal College in 
Wayne, Nebraska, 
Neihardt dutifully rang 
the campus bell, rain or 
shine, two times every 
50 minutes, every week
day, from 6:30 a.m. to 
6 p.m. "During the long 
days of spring and fall, 
this duty was a pleasure 
rather than a hardship. 
But after the holidays, 
when the temperature 
often dropped to thirty 
below zero and some
times forty, it required 
some stamina to head 
out into the biting 
dark," he wrote in All Is 

But A Beginning, his first 
memoir. "Even so, there 
was enchantment in the 
cold-hushed predawn 
world with me alone to 
feel it." 
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ern Nebraska. Neihardt 
would later call the state 
his "spiritual and intel
lectual mother," for it 
was here he began to 
write. It was here his 
passions bloomed. And 
it was here, in the fall of 
1892, at age 11, the world 
"tottered and began to 
rotate" and he experi
enced a vision - in the 
grip of a high fever -
that shadowed him for
ever after. 

There was no warn
ing. No parting of the 
clouds. No tingling in 
his feet or his fingers. 
Just "blackness," he 
later recalled in his 1972 
memoir, All Is But A Be
ginning. He drifted in 

and out of consciousness, could trace - just for a 
moment - the blurry outline of his mother above 
his bed, could feel the cold cloth she pressed to his 
forehead. He strained to beckon her, but in doing 
so she became someone else, someone he didn't 
know. She "slowly dissolved," he wrote, and in the 
next moment, still untethered, he tore through an 
emptiness with arms outstretched like a diver. 

"There was vastness - terribly empty, save for 
a few lost stars, too dim and wearily remote 
ever to be reached. And there was dreadful 
speed, a speed so great that whatever lay be
neath me - whether air or ether - turned 
hard and slick as grass. I wanted to rest. I 
wanted to go home. But when I cried out in 
desperation, it seemed a great Voice filled the 
hollow vastness and drove me on. There was 
something dear to leave behind, something 
yonder to be overtaken. Faster! Faster! Faster!" 

His fever broke the next morning, but the 
dream - like that first gulp of the Missouri -
forever changed him. Although he still found 
time for childhood shenanigans, Neihardt fixated 
on the notion of leaving something of himself be
hind, a "worthy work" to compensate for his many 
blessings. Not yet a teenager, Neihardt possessed 
the raw material that would compose the rest of 
his storied career: an epic sense of being and a 
contract with the cosmos to make it tangible. 

Simply put: Neihardt felt destined to become 
a poet. 

When he was 13 years old, he enrolled in the 

Nebraska Normal College in Wayne, paying for 
his tuition by ringing the campus bell. At 15, he 
earned a teaching certificate; at 16, when most 
boys his age were still chasing girls and recon
ciling their hands with their feet, he graduated 
with a Bachelor of Science degree. All the while, 
inspired by Alfred Lord Tennyson and Robert 
Browning, the young scholar wrote poetry - as 
flowery and contrived as one might expect of a 
beginning poet and painfully sincere. As a kid, 
he later wrote, he lived dual lives: one the care
free existence of youth, the other dreadfully pre
occupied with his newly ordained purpose. He 
later memorialized these awkward years in The 
Poet's Town. One stanza details the ache of his 
unmet potential and the alienation imposed on 
the small-town romantic, a symptom, ultimately, 
of his command from above: 

"Then what of the lonesome dreamer 
With the lean blue flame in his breast? 
And who was your clown for a day, 0 Town? 
The strange, unbidden guest?" 

He completed his first book, a 10-part narrative 
poem called The Divine Enchantment, based on Ve
danta philosophy and his own fever dream, while 
teaching at a small country school nearby. He was 
just 17, and though the reviews were middling at 
best - years later, in fact, he would burn the few 
remaining copies in disgust - they were enough 
to justify his ambitions. He soon quit teaching, 
moved 40 miles southeast with his family to Ban
croft, Nebraska, near the Omaha Reservation, 
and began writing full time, fully submitting to 
his vision. Over the next two decades, Neihardt 
completed the bulk of his life's work: two novels, 
dozens of short stories and magazine articles, all 
of his critical reviews for The New York Times and 
the Minneapolis Journal, and halfof the cycle, that 
"worthy work" he would leave behind, a paean 
to his dogged western heroes, to Jed Smith and 
Hugh Glass, to Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull, and 
what he called a "genuinely epic period." 

"It was a time of intense individualism, a time 
when society was cut loose from its roots, a time 
when an old culture was being overcome by that 
of a powerful people driven by the ancient needs 
and greeds," he wrote in the introduction. In ap
proaching the cycle, he wrote, "There has been no 
thought of synthetic Iliads and Odysseys, but only 
of the richly human saga-stuff of a country that I 
knew and loved, and of a time in the very fringe of 
which I was a boy." 

Out of necessity, he was a prolific prose writer 
- the mountain of his papers alone, housed at 
the State Historical Society of Missouri, proves 



as much - but when it came to poetry, there was no rushing 
divine inspiration. No shortcuts for what he called the "spiri
tual progression onward to the loss of the sense of self in 
cosmic awareness." It often came at a glacial pace, or not all. 
The idea for The Song of Jed Smith, for example, the third in 
his cycle, took 20 years to fully "ripen." He never wrote when 
he was "the least weary" and only between 8 a.m. and noon, 
and even then, he admitted, "doing these things has always 
been for me something like dying slowly." More than three 
lines a day was a bumper crop and only with his wife Mona's 
approval did he consider them finished. 

"He said she had that 'indefinable something called taste,' " 
says Alice Thompson, the youngest of their four children, now 
97. "She used to embarrass us because she was so terribly frank. 
He'd read something to her, and if she praised it, he knew it was 
good. If she didn't say much, it wasn't too good." 

Since childhood, Neihardt had poetized largely in the form 
of his idols, spicing his verse with meter and rhyme. But fol
lowing an epistolary feud with Harriet Monroe, the founder 
and editor of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse , Neihardt quickly 
fortified his instincts with a critical philosophy of the form. 
Irked by Monroe's lackluster response to a hulking 700-line 
narrative poem he called The Death of Agrippina, and even 
more by her glaring fancy for the free verse of his contempo
rary Ezra Pound, Neihardt commenced what became a life
long campaign in support of traditional poetic form. True to 
fashion, he conjured the cosmos in his defense. 

"Form is not free and cannot be so conceived," he wrote in his 
column for the Minneapolis Journal, addressing what he once -
in a rare show of cynicism - called "Ezrapoundism." "It was 
not through whim or chance that poets first chanted in rhythm; 
it was not through mere whim that rhyme was invented. Rhyme 
and rhythm came about naturally, in accordance with the uni
versal tendency of power to return upon itself, to make cycles." 

The campaign ensured that Neihardt remained "always 
outside the mainstream," writes biographer Timothy G. An
derson in The Lonesome Dreamer. Nevertheless, Neihardt 
continued to plow forward with his work, growing his reader
ship with every new book and byline, a stubborn traditionalist 
wielding his mighty pen and fighting the avant-garde from the 
workaday, manure-caked streets of tiny Bancroft, Nebraska. 
Whether poetry or prose, his works dripped with bravado, 
his verbs strutting around the page, always attendant to the 
physicality of his characters, be they human, beast or the wild, 
personified landscapes of the west. His account of a violent 
Missouri River in flood observes how, "A cottage with a garret 
window that glared like the eye of a Cyclops, trembled, rocked 
with the athletic lift of the flood, made a panicky plunge into 
a convenient tree; groaned, dodged, and took off through the 
brush like a scared cottontail," he wrote in The River and I. 

He often expressed his delight with a single interjection: 
Bully! He loved the color purple, the surreal mood it seemed 
to invoke, and he peppered it throughout his work: purple 
sunsets, purple moonlight, purple distances, "purple like the 
lips of a strangled man." He wrote with an earnestness nearly 
unheard of today, a narrative voice that spoke sincerely or 
not at all. At times the effect is an undeniable rigidity, but it 

can also - at its best - build upon itself until his own epic 
views inundate and become the reader's, too, propelled by the 
rhythm of his verse. Take these lines from The Song of Three 
Friends, which limns an 1820s St. Louis riverfront scene as a 
fur trapping expedition embarks for the frontier: 

"Behold them starting northward, if you can. 
Dawn flares across the Mississippi's tide; 
A tumult runs along the waterside 
Where, scenting an event, St. Louis throngs. 
Above the buzzling voices soar the songs 
Of waiting boatmen - lilting chansonettes 
Whereof the meaning laughs, the music frets, 
Nigh weeping that such gladness can not stay. 
In turn, the herded horses snort and neigh 
Like panic bugles .... " 

In July 1930, still chipping away his piece de resistance, Nei
hardt drove to the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. 
He had just begun work on The Song of the Messiah, the last 
in the cycle, focused on the Ghost Dance Movement and the 
downfall of the Plains Indians, and he was looking for "some 
old medicine man who might somehow be induced to talk to 
me about the deeper spiritual significance of the matter." The 
authorities at Pine Ridge directed him to Nicholas Black Elk, 



ac · 
wanted me to 

, ,take his message 
out to the world. 

~"' , We were just 40 
')ears too soon." 

a Lakota holy man and second cousin to Crazy Horse who, 
like Neihardt himself, had experienced "a great vision" as a 
young boy, a dream that prophesied the struggles the Sioux 
would endure. After completing his interviews, Neihardt 
wrote, "There was often an uncanny merging of conscious
ness between the old fellow and myself." 

Whether he simply transcribed the interviews or embel
lished them for dramatic effect - scholars debate the authen
ticity of the narrative - N eihardt published Black Elk Speaks 
in 1931, removed altogether from the cycle. Like most of his 
previous work, the reviews were appreciative, if never quite 
heralding an American Homer. In fact, though success never 
seemed to resemble what Neihardt imagined, his works hardly 
went unrecognized. In 1919, his Song of Three Friends won 
"Best Volume of Verse" from the Poetry Society of America. 
In 1921, the Nebraska Legislature declared him the state's 
first poet laureate. He received numerous honorary degrees, 
busts and plaques were erected in his honor, and in 1935, fol
lowing publication of The Song of the Messiah, the National 
Poetry Center in New York deemed him "foremost poet of 
the nation" with the gold scroll medal of honor. In reviewing 
the book, critic John Holmes at the Boston Evening Transcript 
even wrote that if N eihardt, upon completing his cycle, didn't 
win the Pulitzer Prize, it would discredit the award. "The 
prize was created for such a work," Holmes wrote. 

Yet when The Song of Jed Smith was finally published in 
1941, Neihardt not only failed to receive the Pulitzer, but also 
the significance of the cycle's conclusion registered as merely 
a blip on the literary radar. Even the Macmillan Company, 
his longtime publisher, procrastinated in publishing the 
cycle in full. His previous accomplishments, numerous as 
they were, did little to buffer his disappointment. 

"My chieflife work, A Cycle of the West, to which I had given 
my most vital years, had been completed and was like a voice 
that had fallen echoless upon empty air; and there was noth
ing to fill the emptiness it had left," he later wrote. "It was as 

.. ' 

though I had died without the comfort of a funeral, and had 
to go on playing that nothing unusual had happened. "Appar
ently there was one of two things I could do," he added. "Hon
estly acknowledge my virtual decease, or begin a new life." 

When the University of Missouri came calling, h e said yes. 

Not long after accepting Mizzou's offer, Neihardt purchased a 
small acreage 7 miles north of Columbia. He called it Skyrim 
Farm and built a Sioux prayer garden like the "sacred hoop" 
in Black Elk's vision: two paths - the good red road and the 
fearful black one - crossing in the center and a tree flower
ing between them. He often invited his students to the home, 
where he and Mona hosted them for dinner and roaming fire
side chats. He called the students of this generation the "new 
long hairs," referring to their spiritual sensibilities, not so dif
ferent, he believed, from many of the "old long hairs" he had 
befriended amongst the Omaha and Lakota Sioux. Not so dif
ferent from Black Elk. Not so different from himself. 

"This 'younger generation' in which I claim honorary 
membership, regardless of my years, is caught up in the great
est social revolution the world has ever known," he wrote in 
All Is But A Beginning. " ... Surely there is more than frivolity 
and fashion in their hirsute excesses, more than clowning in 
their irreverence for the Established and the smug." 

Already hugely popular, Neihardt's Epic America course 
grew more competitive still following the reissue of Black 
Elk Speaks in 1961 by the University of Nebraska Press. Most 

t On the morning of May 30, 1931, Neihardt followed Nicholas Black Elk 
to the summit of Harney Peak in South Dakota, above left. With arms 
outstretched, Black Elk prayed to the Great Spirit and the six grandfa
thers. " Hear me," he said, " that my people will live, and find a way that 
my people will prosper." 

Following Japan's surrender to the Allies in September 1945, Neihardt 
- in his short-lived stint with the Bureau of Indian Affairs - returned 
to the Pine Ridge Reservation to deliver a speech at the Lakota Victory 
Dance, above right. " The Sioux sure liked the way you gave that 
speech," Black Elk later wrote. 
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who encountered the reissue had never heard of 
the book, but given the burgeoning countercul
ture movement, "the timing of the new edition 
couldn't have been better," Anderson writes. Just 
as American youth were beginning to question 
the Establishment, Black Elk Speaks lamented 
a freedom and philosophy lost to the very same. 
Just as American youth were developing a new 
environmental ethos, Black Elk Speaks promoted 
a harmony between man and nature, between 
the "two-leggeds" and the "four-leggeds." The 
book exploded, many considering it an instant re
ligious classic, and Neihardt himself was quickly 
becoming, as one journalist wrote, "one of the 
authentic legendary folk heroes of our time." In 
1971, Dick Cavett, a fellow Nebraskan, invited 
him on his late-night talk show. As he often did 
before his students, Neihardt began reciting part 
of the cycle, the words punctuated by swift and 
labored breaths, head bobbing to his own theat
rical rhythm. The next week alone he sold more 
than 16,000 copies of Black Elk Speaks. 

"Black Elk wanted me to take his message out 
to the world," he told the Omaha World-Herald. 
"We were just 40 years too soon." 

Finally, well into his Sos, Neihardt's work was 
gaining the audience he'd always imagined. One 
of those new readers was a graduate student 
named William Least Heat-Moon, who taught an 
English course in the same building and would 
often eavesdrop on his lectures from the hallway. 
Heat-Moon recalls that he was just beginning 
to explore "that minor part of my genetics that 
comes from the Osage," and given that the Lakota 
and Osage share a common language, he thought 
Black Elk Speaks might help usher him forward. 
But the book sat on his shelf, mostly unread, until 
1978, the year he lost his teaching job and decided 
subsequently to travel America's backroads, for "a 
man who couldn't make things go right could at 
least go," he later wrote in his bestselling travel
ogue, Blue Highways: A Journey Into Arne1'ica. 

He packed two books: Leaves of Grass by Walt 
Whitman and Black Elk Speaks by that curious lit-

tle man so excited about the American West, that 
sagely old professor who died five years before, at 
92 years old, of natural causes. "I was being set up, 
though I don't think I knew it," he says. To read 
Whitman on the road was a journey into himself. 
To read Neihardt- to read Black Elk- was some
thing quite the opposite, a journey into "otherness." 

"And that's when I realized the problem with 
my life, the reason I was 38 years old and living 
out of the back of a truck unable to get a teaching 
job, unable to get any kind ofajob, is that I was too 
self-absorbed," he says. "The disease of our time." 

Certainly, the lonesome dreamer would have 
agreed. Despite his failing sight late in life, Nei
hardt continued a robust correspondence with 
many of his closest friends until the very end. In 
his most vulnerable moments, he focused not on 
his verse, not on the cycle or Black Elk Speaks, but 
on those with whom he had shared a long and 
exceedingly happy life. 

"We live in a mystery as fish live in water," he 
wrote several years before he passed. "What mat
ters most in this world is love." M 

About the author: Carson Vaughan's writing has 
appearndin The New York Times, The New Yorker, 
The Atlantic, The Guardian, The Paris Review 
Daily and Outside. His first book of literary nonfic
tion, Zoo Nebraska: The Dismantling ofan Ameri
can Dream, was published by Little A in April. 

PROFILE 

+- At Neihardt's Skyrim 
Farm several miles 
north of Columbia, 
above left, the poet and 
his wife often hosted 
students interested in 
continuing discussions 
outside of class. 

t Despite serious 
setbacks - his failing 
eyesight, the critical 
apathy to his magnum 
opus, the death of his 
wife - Neihardt main
tained his lust for life 
until the very end. He 
passed away Nov. 24, 
1973, at age 92. 
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A new research 

initiative is 

set to create 

and deliver 

custom health 

treatments 

and cures. 
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Mmoa's most ambitious collective scholarly initia
tive ever is set to merge innovation, technology and 
research to develop and deliver life-saving treatments 
to the public. Officials broke ground June 21 on the 
$220.8 million NextGen Precision Health Institute, 
a 265,000-square-foot research facility on the north
west corner of Hospital Drive and Virginia Avenue. A 
ribbon-cutting ceremony celebrating its completion is 
scheduled for Oct. 19, 2021. The event also launched 
the NextGen Precision Health Initiative, which har
nesses and supports the University of Missouri Sys
tem's research activities and health system. 

Top MU investigators will conduct research in the 
facility alongside other accomplished scientists to be 
recruited internationally. They will work in the areas 
of cancer, vascular disease and neurological disorders, 
including Alzheimer's, PTSD, stroke and many other 
conditions. Construction funding will come from MU, 
the University of Missouri System, the state of Mis
souri, industry partners and private donors. 

"The difference between the institute and any re
search facility we've built before is our intent to take 
the research to the people of Missouri and beyond," 
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says Mark McIntosh, UM System vice president of 
research and economic development. "As important as 
the basic research is, it comes down to our ability to 
translate that research into action in the community." 

The translational aspect of the facility is in keep
ing with Mizzou's mission as a land-grant university. 
Whether it's engaging the public in clinical studies, 
using videoconferencing to help patients in under
served communities (See Page 27) or creating models 
for unlocking the mysteries of traumatic brain injury 
(See Page 26), the initiative's overarching goal is to (' 
develop biomedical innovations that improve health. ~ 

"This will be a facility where we bring together the 
immense strengths of the MU campus and Univer
sity of Missouri System," says Elizabeth Loboa, dean 
of the College of Engineering and vice chancellor for 
strategic partnerships. One way of translating the 
strengths from "benchtop to bedside" will be through 
partnering with private companies (See Page 26). MU 
faculty and staff will work side by side with industrial 
scientists in the building's innovation tower to iden
tify and pursue discoveries with the best chance of 
improving lives. 
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To meet these goals, clinicians and researchers School of Health Professions are using algorithms to 

will be engaged in the second aspect of the institute, personalize therapy for stroke patients by program
precision health. Rather than treating whole popula- ming virtual reality video games to meet specific 

tions of people using the same approach, practitioners • needs (See Page 27). Algorithms also play an impor
of precision health consider each person's genetic tant role at Tiger Place, a public-private partnership be

makeup, lifestyle and environment during diagnosis tween Americare Systems Inc. and the Sinclair School 

and treatment. of Nursing (See Page 29). Sensor technology developed 

Investigators create precision health treatments at TigerPlace in collaboration with the College of 
and cures in part by collecting and analyzing mas- Engineering brings precision health to senior care in 

sive amounts of data from both animals and humans, the form of alerting nursing staff to potential health 
says Loboa, whose College of Engineering includes problems in time to prevent them. 
a strength in big-data analytics. "For instance," she The institute will enhance these types of collabora

says, "computer algorithms can optimize approaches tions by bringing scientists and other professionals 
to diagnose what disease a person might have." MU together in one place, McIntosh says. "You put all 

already has a track record of developing such insights. these people in the same spaces and let them collide, 

Collaborative research among the School of Medicine, and the more collisions you have, the more innova

the College of Veterinary Medicine and the MU Re- tions you get." 
search Reactor has led to medical breakthroughs for The institute will position the university as a global 

humans as well as companion animals. In addition, leader in cutting-edge science and biomedical re

MU's National Swine Resource and Research Cen- search for the 21st century, says Chancellor Alexander 

ter is the nation's best at producing gene-edited pigs N. Cartwright. "Generating that kind of impact for our 

that serve as models for researchers working to cure communities, our state and the world is what Mizzou 
disease (See Page 28). Occupational therapists in the has always been about." 

EALTH 
Initiative 
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INNOVATION AT THE 
INTERSECTIONS 
Public-private partnerships will be baked into studies at the NextGen 
Precision Health Institute, where companies aligned with the research 
will work with faculty to identify the most promising technologies and 
help bring them to the marketplace. 

"We want to be doing not just the best research in the world but also to 
have outcomes that improve health care and reduce costs for patients," 
says Elizabeth Loboa, dean of the College of Engineering. To achieve 
these goals, the facility's innovation tower will provide space where 
industry leaders work side by side with MU researchers. 

"Sometimes in the academic space we're focused on research we're 
doing," Loboa says. "We're publishing papers, we're educating our 
students, and that's important. But the aspect of translating those 
technologies and getting them out into the marketplace - that's also 
really important." Such industry partnerships also shape the work
force by training students in innovative technologies and approaches. 

"Innovation lies at the intersections," Lo boa says. "Our strengths lie in 
the differences we bring to the table." 

........................................ ................................................................................... .. ............... .. ................. 0 

GRAV MATTERS 
As part of the neuroscience core at the institute, 
scientists will bring what's been called an "invis
ible injury" into the open. Traumatic brain injury 
caused by concussive forces outside the body 
can disrupt brain function and pose a risk for 
PTSD as well as neurodegenerative diseases such 
as Alzheimer's. With cases of traumatic brain 
injury on the rise in military populations, scientists 

\\II \. I 
~ ~ ... ' . 

at the Harry S. Truman Memorial Veterans' Hospital are teaming up with MU 
and Missouri University of Science and Technology to create an Open Field 
Blast facility. "We're developing this core facility as a national resource to 
look at war-like trauma conditions that impact our military personnel and 
veterans," says Adam Whaley-Connell, associate chief of staff for research 
and development at the veterans' hospital. The facility will simulate combat 
conditions in a controlled environment, creating a model for research on 
traumatic brain injury and other neurological diseases, he says. 
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• 
COMPANIONS IN 
HEALTH CARE 
When Kay and Cottrell Fox took their 13-year
old dog to Mizzou's Veterinary Health Center. 
they knew their English springer spaniel Molo
kai would take part in pioneering research. But 
they couldn't have guessed where it would lead. 

That was back in 1997, and Molokai was one of 
the first bone cancer patients that College of Vet
erinary Medicine clinicians treated with a form 
of targeted radiation called Quadramet®. The 
drug. which contains a radioactive ingredient 
from Mizzou's research nuclear reactor, eased 
Molokai's pain for the remainder of her life. 

Ten years later, Kay's father was treated for 
bone cancer. "' I went over to hug him, and he said 
I needed to stay away from hin1 for 24 hours," she 
says. ''It's the same advice we got for Molokai." 
Indeed, in the intervening decade, collaborative 
research between the veterinary college and 
the School of Medicine had made Quadramet® 
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available to relieve bone cancer pain in 
humans, as well. 

Mizzou is one of a handful of universi
ties nationwide housing both disciplines on 
one campus - a constellation of talent and 
resources that brings together not only com
panion animal and medical research but also 
engineers. computer scientists and industry 
leaders to accelerate life-saving discoveries 
for animals and humans alike. MU's strong 
track record in this ''one-health'' approach to 
research is set to leap forward with the insti
tute as a new hub. 

The Foxes have given the veterinary col
lege an estate gift of more than $5 million in 
honor of their family veterinarians: James 
Schuessler, DVM '82 .. and the late Fred 
Bendick. BS Ag "68, DVM '70. "These gifts 
will be put toward research that will benefit 
people and dogs and will advance our war 
on cancer," says Jeffrey Bryan, who directs 
the college's Comparative Radiobiology and 
Epigenetics Laboratory. 

Vl □ E□ THERAPY 
"Only perfect practice makes perfect," the say
ing goes. But when it comes to recovering from 
a stroke, what's perfect for each patient, and how 
does that target move over time? Cindy Downing 
(pictured below) found herself wondering about 
such questions five years ago while doing occupa
tional therapy after a stroke. No stranger to hard 
work, Downing, co-owner of the Copper Kettle 
restaurant in Ashland, Missouri, followed through 
on her physical therapy. But when she learned 
about an MU study using video games to improve 
outcomes by fine-tuning therapies and increas
ing compliance, she gave the behavioral science 
approach a try. 

Working with occupational therapy faculty 
member Rachel Proffitt, Downing played a game 
called Mystic Isle twice a day for 30 days. Proffitt 
incorporated into the game customized move
ments such as reaching forward and side to side 
as well as standing up out of a chair. 

Downing's stamina and range of motion 
improved dramatically. "Aside from a few fine 
motor skills, like flipping an egg, which are a work 
in progress, we're getting there," Downing says. 

A Microsoft Kinect camera tracked Downing's 
movements, allowing Proffitt to adjust the game's 
intensity to challenge Downing but not over
whelm her. "It's why people keep playing Candy 
Crush on their phones," Profitt says. "It's just the 
right level of challenge." 

Sharing Knowledge 
and Saving Lives 
at a Distance 
Last winter, Karen 
Edison got the kind of 
news every academic 
physician wants to hear. 
Through her guidance, 
a health care provider 
picked up on a symptom 
of ovarian cancer in 
time to save a patient's 
life. Edison, immediate 
past chair of derma
tology and medical 
director of the Missouri 
Telehealth Network, 
had been advising the 
patient's provider, a 
longtime participant in 
Show-Me ECHO (Exten
sion for Community 
Healthcare Outcomes). 
ECHO is a relatively 
new type of knowledge
sharing resource that 
links health care provid
ers throughout the state 
with a multidisciplinary 
team of medical experts 
via teleconferencing. 
Participants hear a 
short lecture followed 
by discussions on cases 
they've sent ahead of 
time. An outgrowth 
oftelehealth, which 
involves working with 
one patient or provider 
at a time, Show-Me 
ECHO expands its reach 
to underserved areas 
by educating many 
providers at once, thus 
helping more patients. 
"About 60 melanomas 
have been diagnosed 
that wouldn't have been 
because of dermatology 
ECHO," Edison says. 
"We're also doing 
ECHOs in autism, 
asthma, hepatitis C, 
chronic pain, opioid 
use disorder, child 
psychiatry, high-risk 
OB and more." 
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PRECISION PIGS 
Anyone who tuned into The Daily Show back in March 2006 might have 
caught an MU curators' distinguished professor describing some of his 
research. In a segment - "What are we doing to pigs?" - Randy Prather 
explained how scientists from MU and the University of Pittsburgh edited 
the genes of pigs to produce a healthier food source. Host Jon Stewart 
responded sarcastically: Rather than changing one's diet, surely it would 
be easier to rearrange a pig's cellular structure (tinyurl.com/mizzou-pig). 

All joking aside, the study is just one example of how Prather and his 
research team are using genetically modified pigs to help diagnose and 
treat human and animal diseases. Prather directs MU's National Swine 
Research and Resource Center, the only NIH-funded swine resource cen
ter in the country. "Nobody else has this set of techniques and expertise 
to be able to make these genetically modified pigs," Prather says. 

He and his team have made 75 models that could help researchers at 
the NextGen Precision Health Institute and elsewhere as they develop 
new treatments for a number of diseases and disorders, including cystic 
fibrosis, for which 1 in 25 North Americans is a carrier. "Cystic fibrosis 
is a big breakthrough," Prather says. "Until we genetically modified the 
pigs to develop cystic fibrosis, there wasn't any other organism besides 
human children who had the symptoms of the disease." 

Physicians can monitor pig models as a disease progresses, and they 
can work to develop treatments and cures in a way they can't with 
humans. Compared to other lab animals, pigs have cardiovascular and 
immune systems more like those of humans, Prather says. "If you want to 
study some of these diseases, there's no other choice but pigs." 
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For more than 20 years, Nicole DiCamillo had 
endured a roller coaster of painful symptoms and 
discouraging prognoses with her life-threatening 
neuroendocrine tumors. Finally, in 2016, she 
started to get relief when doctors began treating 
her with a drug containing lutetium-177, which is 
made at the MU Research Reactor (MURR.) 

"The treatment is a form of radiation, but it's 
not like what we all remember," DiCamillo says. 
"It's so much better than earlier forms because it 
targets just the tumors and shrinks them." A new 
approach to diagnosis and therapy called ther
anostics enables physicians to pinpoint DiCamil
lo's tumors and treat them with precision. 

David Robertson, director ofresearch at MURR, 
likens theranostics to a taxicab that accepts only 
certain cargo - in this case, the isotope gal
lium-68, an imaging agent, and the radioisotope 
lutetium-177. The cab delivers gallium-68, and the 
element acts like a GPS, producing images of the 
tumors and marking their locations. With that 
roadmap in place, the taxi delivers the radioactive 
lutetium-177 directly to the tumors. "This is really 
important because neuroendocrine tumors spread 
all through the mid-gut," Robertson says. The drug 
allows physicians to deal with each patient's re-
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sponse individually, monitoring progress, or, if the 
treatment isn't working, discontinuing the therapy. 

MURR makes the majority of the world's supply 
of lutetium-177 as well as other drugs for conditions 
such as inoperable liver cancer and pain from meta
static bone cancer. The reactor's ability to supply 
radioactive isotopes for treatments that are less toxic 
and more efficient than traditional approaches makes 
it a rare and invaluable resource for creating new 
medical advances. 

There are 25 research reactors in the U.S., but 
MURR is the largest by far. "We operate at 10 mega
watts, providing the power to efficiently produce 
short-lived medical isotopes," Robertson says. "We are 
the only reactor in the world that operates 52 weeks 
a year, ensuring a reliable supply of these critical iso
topes that cannot be stockpiled." 

CUSTOM 
SENIOR CARE 
How do you keep the elderly as independent as possible while reducing 
their risk of falls? It's a common problem that challenged nurse-researchers 
at TigerPlace, a residential eldercare community in Columbia built 

through a public-private partnership between Americare Systems Inc. 
and the Sinclair School of Nursing (SSON). 

Innovative solutions to the challenge emerged after Marilyn Rantz , 

executive director of the Aging in Place Project and Sinclair Home Care, 

approached the College of Engineering. Collaborative work between the 

SSON and Marge Skubic, director of the Center for Eldercare and Rehabil

itation Technology, produced a noninvasive system of sensors that have 
revolutionized residential senior care. 

Research has documented how these sensors alert the TigerPlace care 
team to signs of imminent falls, allowing time for early interventions. For ex

ample, depth sensors can capture changes in a resident's gait three weeks 
before a fall is likely to happen. This allows staff to put physical therapy or 

environmental changes in place to improve function and help prevent the fall. 
"Care at TigerPlace is customized for each resident," says Kari Lane , 

TigerPlace operations director and an associate professor at SSON. "The 
sensors that we use at TigerPlace 'learn' the individual resident." Rather 

than basing alerts on the general population, the sensors collect data 

from a resident and generate an alert when patterns change. The sen

sor technology, along with other components of precision health such as 

recognizing the importance of diet and lifestyle, contribute to the goal of 

keeping residents healthy and independent . 
Studies have found that the use of sensors, combined with the regis

tered nurse care coordination team at TigerPlace, allowed residents to 
stay in independent housing 2.5 years longer than without them. "We 
really work hard to keep people at TigerPlace through end-of-life and 

help them remain as independent and active as possible," Rantz says. 
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The suicide rate among veterans is rising. In a case argued by an MU School of Law alumnus, a federal judge found the 
Department of Veteran Affairs liable for the suicide of an Iraq War veteran - a case that could be precedential in holding the 
department accountable for the health of military personnel. By Kelsey Allen, BA, BJ '10 

11r hen Angela Drake's phone rang in her office 
at the School of Law Veterans Clinic one day 
in 2017, she was happy to hear Larry McMul
len's voice on the other end of the line. A 

law school graduate and an ardent supporter of the Veterans 
Clinic, McMullen had a question for Drake: What do you know 
about veteran suicide? 

"Sadly, too much," she said. 
Drake directs the clinic, where law students help veterans 

and their families secure disability benefits. McMullen, BA ' 53, 
JD '59, practices law with Husch Blackwell and for years has 
represented physicians accused of injuring patients through 
substandard medical care. A federal judge had appointed him 
to represent a family in a wrongful death action against De
partment of Veterans Affairs (VA) medical providers. 

Drake told McMullen what she knew: Veterans suffer a dis-
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proportionately higher rate of suicide than civilians. By one 
estimate, an average of 20 veterans die daily by suicide. Of the 
veterans who have served in Operations Iraqi Freedom and 
Enduring Freedom, between 11 percent and 20 percent have 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), which research has 
shown to have a direct relationship with suicide. 

McMullen took that information and used it to build his case. 

Cpl. WIiiiam P. Draughon served seven months in the U.S. 
Marine Corps as a squad leader and machine gunner deployed 
to combat in Iraq. During his tour, the 23-year-old was exposed 
to firefights, improvised explosive devices, grenades and land 
mines. Several members of his squad died. The North Kansas 
City High School graduate returned to Missouri in 2005 after re
ceiving an award for heroic service and an honorable discharge. 

Diagnosed with PTSD the same year, Draughon started treat-



Draughon's two children, father 
and biological mother. 

ment at VA medical centers in 
Kansas City, Missouri, and Leav
enworth, Kansas. He reported 
feeling severe guilt about the loss 
of troops under his command, 
being hyper-alert, and hear
ing explosions, choppers and 
screaming in his head. Over the 
next few years, Draughon drank 
heavily to cope with his PTSD 
symptoms and struggled with 
suicidal thoughts. 

On St. Patrick's Day in 2010, 
Draughon took his own life. He 
was 28. 
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"For many veterans, VA 
health care is the only option to 
secure the help they desperately 
need," Drake says. "Thanks 
to the outstanding legal work 
done by Larry and his team, 
the Draughon case established 
that VA health providers may 
be held accountable under the 
law where there is a failure to 
properly care for those who 
bore the battle." 

McMullen auended Miaoa OD 

a U.S. Navy ROTC scholarship 
and served three years as an 
officer on minesweepers in the 
Pacific Ocean. "Being in the 
Navy was a very valuable expe
rience for me," he says. "I got a 

Believing die VA had been neg
ligent in its care of Draughon, 
his father sued. Kansas U.S. 
District Judge Julie Robinson 
appointed Husch Blackwell at
torneys, including McMullen, to 
represent the father. "I suspect-
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ed one of the reasons she did that was because 
she thought if I had spent so much time defend
ing doctors, I'd probably know how to make a case 
against a doctor." 

She was right. McMullen and his assisting attor
neys Michael Raupp and Christina Pyle showed 
that the hospital had flagged Draughon as being 
a high risk for suicide during a hospitalization in 
September 2009. However, exactly go days later, 
a suicide prevention coordinator removed the flag 
from his electronic medical records without ex
planation. No clinical review or risk assessment 
was completed before determining that it should 
be removed. 

The attorneys also provided evidence that 
the hospital failed to follow up adequately with 
Draughon after his discharge from a substance 
use treatment program in January 2010. Had he 
remained on the high-risk list, hospital policy 
would have required weekly appointments with 
his mental health provider for at least 30 days, con
tinuing monitoring for suicidality and follow-up 
for any missed appointments. Draughon missed 
an appointment shortly before killing himself. 

"We were not claiming that the doctors were bad 
doctors," McMullen says. "But they weren't follow
ing him carefully enough to detect and appreciate 
the signs that he was likely to hurt himself. We 
believed that the policies were adequate. The fail
ure of the medical staff to see that the policies were 
followed was the critical part of the case." 

The judge ruled that negligence directly con
tributed to Draughon's suicide and in July 2018 
awarded damages totaling more than $480,000 to 

lot of responsibility early in my 
career. When I came back to law school, I had 
grown up a lot. The law school gave me the oppor
tunity to learn how to live a life of helping people. 
That's what I've tried to do." 

Chancellor Emeritus Brady Deaton says it was 
veterans like McMullen who inspired MU to es
tablish the Veterans Center on campus in 2007. 
"Larry's devotion to our country is not unlike 
his devotion to the university," says Deaton, who 
worked closely with McMullen when he served as 
a tri-chair of the $1 billion For All We Call Mizzou 
fundraising campaign. McMullen also has served 
on the One Mizzou campaign planning committee 
and as an adjunct professor at the School of Law. 

"You ask Larry to do something, and he'll say yes 
before you can fully explain what you'd like him to 
do," says former law dean Lawrence Dessem. "But 
the one person who would never talk about Larry 
is Larry himself." 

Indeed, McMullen praises his associate attorneys 
for the success in court, where Pyle presented the 
opening statement and Raupp delivered the clos
ing argument. For McMullen, all the credit goes to 
his late wife, Marilyn Lacey, 
BS Ed '54, who said at the 
beginning of their 53-year 
marriage, "You should give 
law school a try." M 

➔ Husch Blackwell attorney 
Larry McMullen, BA '53 , 
JD '59, represented 
Draughon's family in a 
wrongful death lawsuit. 

S1111111u·ti11ti 
St111lc11t 
trctc1·a11s 
The law school's 
Veterans Clinic is just 
one campus resource 
for vets. In April, the 
Military Order of the 
Purple Heart designated 
Mizzou as a Purple 
Heart University, 
an honor recogniz-
ing the university's 
support of veterans, 
says Robert Ross, 
who directs the MU 
Veterans Center. The 
center helps student 
veterans from admis
sion through gradua
tion with mentoring, 
tutoring, housing, 
finances and personal 
issues. It also offers 
assistance to families 
and spouses during 
deployments and 
coordinates social 
support groups as 
well as health profes
sionals with expertise 
in the needs of veterans. 
More: veterans 
.missouri.edu 
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Lifetime Tiger 
A winner of a 2019 Kemper Fellowship for Teaching Ezcellence, Botswana Blackburn never 
forgets what it's like to be a student. Stoey by Tony Rehagen, BA, BJ '01 • Photo by Rob Bill 

Botswana Blackburn senses the tension in her class
room. Standing at the front of 1500 Hawthorn Resi
dence Hall, she notices that the group of MU School of 

Health Professions seniors gathered for their capstone course 
in health care organization and leadership is strangely quiet 
for a group of 20-somethings. No one seems to notice the sun
ny April day just outside the windows; all eyes are fixed to 
their screens. At least one young woman scrolls through her 
resume on h er laptop. Graduation is only weeks away. 

Blackburn understands her students' unease - that's part 
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of h er job. In fact, the associate teaching professor was just 
named one of five recipients of the 2019 William T. Kemper 
Fellowship for Teaching Excellence, given to outstanding 
instructors at MU every year. Part of the reason she won 
that honor is that she is especially attuned to the needs of 
her students. 

Today, rather than fight the acute senioritis, Blackburn de
cides to embrace it. She loads a video on the projector - a clip 
of the famous chocolate factory conveyor belt scene from I Love 
Lucy, where, under the watch of a vindictive supervisor, Lucy 



and Ethel stuff their mouths with the candies they 
can't wrap fast enough. The lesson is in the failure 
of the surly overseer's leadership. The hilarious 
passage gives this distracted and anxious audi
ence a chance to take a breath, have a laugh and 
discuss more effective ways they might manage 
people when they are in charge. It's also Black
burn's tactic for distracting her students from their 
worries outside the classroom so she can arrive at 
a teachable moment. "She really cares about the 
well-being of her students," says Ebony Lockhart, 
one of Blackburn's former students and current 
teaching assistants. "You can tell she wants every
one to succeed." 

The professor knows what her students are 
going through, in large part, because she has been 
in their position, on this campus, multiple times. In 
fact, it'd be tough to find anyone more experienced 
at being a Tiger than Blackburn, who started at Miz
zou even before she graduated from high school. 

Blackburn grew up in Kansas City, Missouri, 
and as an incoming high school junior, she was 
one of 330 gifted students from around the state 
invited to participate in the Missouri Scholars 
Academy on the MU campus. "Those were three 
of the best weeks of my life," Blackburn says. "It 
was my first time around students who were sim
ilar to me. Some of them are friends to this day. I 
just fell in love with the place." 

She returned to Mizzou as an undergraduate 
with dreams of becoming a broadcast journalist. 
But through the mentorship she received from 
faculty as a student and her experiences vol
unteering with various campus organizations, 
Blackburn soon felt the pull of public service. 
After graduating from the Honors College with 
degrees in journalism and political science, she 
earned a master's in health promotion before 
going on to work for the Kansas City health de
partment as a disease intervention specialist and 
health educator. "Mizzou prepared me for life in 
more ways than one," she says. 

But it wasn't long before Blackburn was drawn 
back to her alma mater. In 2011, after 14 years 
working in public health and with a newly minted 
doctorate in education and social science from the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, Blackburn 
was offered a position as an assistant teaching 
professor in the School of Health Professions. As 
the department has grown to become one of the 
largest on campus, Blackburn has taken on more 
and more responsibility. And last year, when it 
came time to appoint someone in the school to be 
the program director of Bachelor of Health Sci
ences, the largest major at the university, Black
burn got the call. 

"She was the first one who came to mind," 

"She's so connected to campus 
and to the students. She has 
an authenticity that comes 
with being someone who can 
say, 'I've been where you are 
sitting, and the decisions you're 
making now are going to impact 
you down the road.' Maybe that 
gives her an extra edge." 

says Enid Schatz, department chair of health sci
ences. "She's so connected to campus and to the 
students. She has an authenticity that comes with 
being someone who can say, 'I've been where you 
are sitting, and the decisions you're making now 
are going to impact you down the road.' Maybe 
that gives her an extra edge." 

When Blackburn was named a Kemper Fellow, 
the university also highlighted her work outside 
of the classroom with student groups, such as be
ing adviser for Alpha Kappa Alpha, the Office of 
Fraternity and Sorority Life, Alpha Eta national 
honor society, the MU chapter of UNICEF, and 
the health professions freshman interest group. 
She also volunteers off campus with the Boys & 
Girls Clubs of Columbia. And she is always avail
able for a late-night call or email from a student 
in need. "She finds time, even with everything 
she has going on," says Lockhart. "She helped me 
get a tuition waiver so I wouldn't be in debt. She 
allows more students into the capstone course 
than the allotted amount. She doesn't want them 
to be left behind." 

Once her capstone students are done chuck
ling at Lucy and Ethel and the chocolate factory, 
Blackburn releases the stressed-out seniors early 
to get a jump on their year-end group projects. 
Then she walks across campus, over to Arts and 
Science, where her afternoon class, Public Health 
Principles and Practice, awaits. The students are 
almost all freshmen, and Blackburn anticipates 
a different vibe. Unlike the seniors, these youths 
are restless, boisterous and constantly drawn 
outside to the first real day of spring and the sum
mer vacation it portends. That doesn't bother 
Blackburn. She's already planning to open up the 
class for discussion about public health in popu
lar culture. She doesn't let the talking get out of 
hand, but she lets the students have their fun. She 
knows exactly how they feel. M 

TEACHING 

Top Teachers 

Every year since 1991, 

the William T. Kemper 
Fellowship for Teaching 

Excellence has honored 
Mizzou's leading teachers. 
Kemper, a 1926 MU 
graduate, was a well

known civic leader in 
Kansas City until his 
death in 1989. Meet 

this year's winners. 

More: kemperawards 

.missouri.edu 
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• Senior linebacker Cale Garrett is the 
ultimate team player, but off the field, 
he tends to travel alone. Whether he's 
hiking up Pikes Peak or tracking down a 
running back, Garrett is always thinking 
about what happens next, what will get 
him to the top of his game. 
STORY BY MARK GODICH, BJ '79 

PHOTOS BY NICHOLAS BENNER / 
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He is fluent in Spanish. He has completed the 
rim-to-rim round-trip traverse of the Grand Can
yon. He has scaled Pikes Peak. He has traveled 
to London and back. He is learning to play the 
piano. He fears vegetables, though that's a story 
for another time. 

In h is day job, Cale Garrett is a tackling 
machine, the Missouri Tigers' All-SEC linebacker. 

"A lot of guys live for football, and I do too," says 
Garrett, a senior from Kearney, Missouri. "It's 
been my passion for as long as I can rem ember. 
But for me to be successful in my passion, I don't 
think it's sustainable if you only focus on one 
thing. You're going to end up hitting a wall." 

And so he has driven thousands of miles in 
pursuit of his excellent adventures, with the aim 
of clearing his mind, to get away from it all, to ex
plore and appreciate nature and everything it has 
to offer. He often goes it alone, as he did when he 
drove to the Grand Canyon in January 2018 with 
the endorsem ent, albeit tepid, of Mizzou coach 
Barry Odom, BS '99, M Ed '04. Some people mo
tor up Pikes Peak. He climbed the mountain in a 
day - 12 miles up, another 12 miles down. "There 
are a lot of ways to get to the top," Garrett says. 

He could just as easily be talking about his rise 
from snubbed recruit to star linebacker in the pre
mier college football conference in the land. 

• Garrett always dreamed of playing in the SEC, al
ways wanted to be a Tiger. "For as long as I could 
rem ember." Kearney High School has been good 
to Missouri football over the past decade - Tommy 
Saunders, BGS '08; Brock Christopher, BA '09; 
Beau Brinkley, BGS '12 - but even as a star and 
four-year starter there, Garrett didn't attract 
much recruiting interest. Fact is, he wasn't draw
ing any interest from Power Five programs. The 
only offer of note had come from the U.S. Naval 
Academy. 

For a kid whose passion was football, it was an 
especially stressful time. Sure, he got attention 
from a lot of schools - everything but an offer. 
"Teams were messing with you to the point that 
they wanted you to be interested in them but may
be they weren't necessarily interested in you," 
Garrett says, noting how Oregon, for one, had 
mailed him 50 letters, sometimes five in a day. 

Now with his senior season ramping up, he was 
in a hurry to get places. And that was the issue. Yes, 
Garrett would knock your head off, but he didn't 
possess the speed that major college programs 
look for in a linebacker. "Most people wanted to 
see if I was fast enough," he says. "And to be hon
est, I wasn't very fast." 

So he committed to Navy, finished his h igh 

school career with a bang and graduated in De
cember 2015. He had been to Annapolis, Maryland, 
for an official visit, resigned this would be his best 
opportunity yet excited about everything the acad
emy had to offer - football and otherwise. 

But everything changed on the last Saturday 
in January 2016. The recently promoted Odom 
had been in charge for less than two months, and 
when a recruit backed out of his commitment, the 
Tigers suddenly had an open scholarship. Assis
tant coach Andy Hill reached out to Greg Jones, 
Garrett's coach at Kearney, with the offer. Garrett 
was working as a trainer at 9Round fitness gym, 
so Jones drove there to deliver the good news. Al
though excited, Garrett was understandably bitter. 
Why had it taken so long? 

"My heart was hurt, but I knew where I wanted 
to go," he says. "The rational side of m e said, 
'Well, I can stay at the Naval Academy, one of 
the best institutions in the world, academically, 
leadership-wise, preparing you to be a successful 
person.' So passing that up was hard. But the pri
orities are a little different there. It's military first 
and then education and then your sport. Whereas 
here, your education is really important, but you 
come here to play football. You're in the SEC." 

In the end, the decision was an easy one. He 
visited Columbia the day the offer was m ade, 
committed before he left town and signed his let
ter of intent the following Wednesday. The offer 
came with a curveball. Because Garrett had al
ready graduated, Odom wanted him on campus 
immediately. Like, yesterday. So less than a week 
after having no power-conference offers, Garrett 
was taking classes, navigating his way around the 
Columns and, oh, beginning his indoctrination as 
an SEC linebacker. Talk about speed. Life comes 
at you fast. 

"I'm so glad I came early because I needed 
that time to get adjusted," Garrett says. "It was a 
culture shock, going from a school my size to a 
campus like this." And about the football: "The 
athletes are a little more athletic. The big guys are 
a little bit bigger, and they're more athletic. Every
body is bigger, stronger and faster." 

• Yeah, faster. There would be no redshirt. His first 
game was at West Virginia. He played eight defen
sive snaps and on special teams in Morgantown. 
"It felt like bullets were flying everywhere," he 
says. "Everything felt so fast." 

And that's the way it went for most of his first 
two years. Garrett's playing time increased, and 
he became a full-time starter during his sopho
more season. He was quick to read plays, but his 
inexperience showed. Even as he piled up gaudy 
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t Garrett's first love 
has always been 
football , but he isn't 
married to the game. 
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tackling statistics, he would occasionally shoot 
the wrong gap or take a poor angle. A cynic might 
have suggested he was a step slow. 

Garrett, however, points out that it was the 
other way around, that the game started to slow 
down for him as a result of his trial-by-fire experi
ence. He was named a captain before his junior 
season, a testament not only to his talent but also 
to his work ethic and leadership skills. That's 
when the light bulb came on. He was still a tack
ling machine, only now he was shooting the right 
gap and taking the correct angle and making sure 
teammates were where they needed to be pre
snap. In this age of specialization, Garrett rarely 
left the field in 2018. "It doesn't matter what sub 
package, what speed package, whatever it is, 47 
is usually right in the middle of it," Odom says. 

And in a conference known for its defensive stars, 
Garrett shone brightly. Pro Football Focus named 
him first-team all-conference and rates him 
as the top-graded returning linebacker in the 
SEC. As those grades go, the margin is not par
ticularly close. 

"He's gotten better every year, and he's gotten 
better because he has worked," Odom says. "He 
loves to compete. He approaches everything he's 
doing with a chip on his shoulder." 

Coincidentally, it's not a stretch to draw par
allels between Garrett and Odom. Both were 
lightly recruited linebackers out of high school. 
Both ended up right where they were supposed 
to be. Both worked tirelessly to master their craft, 
though Odom is quick to say Garrett is a far better 
player than he ever dreamed of being. 

"He'll leave as one of the best to ever play the po
sition," Odom says. "He's a lot more talented than 
he gets credit for. He's got a higher skill set than 
people realize. His football IQ is off the charts. He 
is a student of trying to be the best." 

So why was Missouri so late to offer, and what 
did the other 64 Power Five programs miss? 

"When he came to camp here, he didn't test out 
very well," Odom says. "You look at some of the 
measurables, and you forget to look at the produc
tion and the competitor and the drive a guy's got. 
But then you turn on the tape and he played at a 
different speed than he really ran. He diagnosed 
things, always seemed a step ahead, was always so 
productive. And then you spend some time with 
the kid and you realize how focused he was. You 
could tell he was driven to prove people wrong." 

• The kid from Kearney has so proven people wrong 
that he could have had his pick of programs to play 
for this fall. Missouri, you probably have heard, 
was slapped by the NCAA early this year with 
harsh penalties for the actions of a rogue tutor who 
improperly assisted a handful of athletes in the 
football , baseball and softball programs. The 
penalties, which are under appeal, include a 
bowl ban, meaning seniors can transfer and be
come immediately eligible. Amid the shock and 
disappointment, Garrett gave it no such thought. 
He talks like a man who's on a solitary hike, grate
ful the home-state school took a chance on him. 

"My dream was to go out with confetti falling 
from the rafters at some bowl game, being able 
to hoist a big ol' trophy," he says. "But at the end 
of the day, trophies just collect dust and the con
fetti's going to get swept off the ground. It's about 
the memories you make, no matter where it is. If 
my last game is in Little Rock, Arkansas, I'm go
ing to treat it the same way if it was in the Cotton 
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t Garrett emerged as a leader and an anchor of the defense during 
a breakout junior season. 

Bowl. That's the way we need to approach every game. Every time you get 
a chance to do what you love is a blessing and is something that should 
never be taken for granted." 

It has been a whirlwind, but don't ask him to reflect on his remarkable 
rise just yet. There will be time for that later. Perhaps the hiker in him 
prompts him to say, "If you look too far ahead or if you're looking behind 
you, you're going to trip on something right in front of you." 

So he keeps his head down and goes about the business of getting better 
every day, knowing at least a dozen more opportunities await him and his 
fellow seniors to make a statement. After all, he knows as well as any
one that nothing is guaranteed. He has grown exponentially, right along 
with the football program he always dreamed of playing for. "The culture 

"He'll leave as one of 
the best to ever play the 
position," Odom says. 
"He's a lot more talented 
than he gets credit for. 
He's got a higher skill 
set than people realize. 
His football IQ is off 
the charts. He is a 
student of trying to 
be the best." 

has changed," he says. "The outlook on 
Mizzou football internally and exter
nally has changed. There is a lot more 
pride within our locker room to put on 
a Mizzou football jersey. We all want to 
represent this town and this state and 
this university the right way." 

For inspiration, he thinks of his 
mother, Lindi Burns, who raised two 
boys while working in sales. A com
mission job. Nothing guaranteed. "If 
she doesn' t sell," Garrett says, "she 
doesn't put food on the table." Taking a 
cue from Mom, he also motivates him
self by jotting things on his bathroom 
mirror. Front and center are seven 
words: It's bigge1' than you. Leave your 

legacy. Upset in the spring by an agent who told him how slow he was, he 
scribbled speed in every blank space he could find. Cale Garrett will come 
at you fast. Count on it. M 

About the author: Marh Godich, a 1979 graduate of the Missouri School of 
Journalism, is a senior editor at The Athletic and a forme1· seni01· editor at 
Sports Illustrated. 

This may come as a surprise to many, but Barry 
Odom needs to get something out there: 
Celebrated quarterback Kelly Bryant is not 
going to be perfect this season. 

"Kelly is going to make some really, really good 
plays," the Missouri coach says. "But he's going to 
throw an incomplete pass. The world is not ending." 

Bryant, the most sought-after grad-transfer QB 
on the college football market, left Clemson in 
October and committed to the Tigers in December, 
giving an early Christmas present to Mizzou fans 
who were wondering how the most pressing issue 
for 2019 would be addressed: Who would replace 
prolific passer Drew Lock? In fact, Lock's success 
last season under new offensive coordinator Derek 
Dooley and the way Dooley helped prepare him for 
the NFL factored into Bryant's decision. 

He doesn't spin it like Lock does, but in his 
one full season as a starter at Clemson, Bryant com
pleted 65.8 percent of his attempts with 13 touch
downs and eight interceptions in 2017. The added 
dimension he brings to the attack is the threat of 
the run. He rushed for 665 yards and 11 TDs in '17. 

And with the return of leading rusher Larry 
Rountree Ill, three starters on the line and a 
wealth of talent and depth in the receiving corps, 
Bryant will have all kinds of options as he looks to 
spread the ball around. 

"We have some unique skill sets," Odom says. 
"What's their role? I think we did a pretty good 
job of identifying that in the spring. Kelly made as 
much improvement as anybody in the 15 practices 
we had." 

The Tigers have 
appeared in early pre
season rankings for the 
first time since 2015. 

And with a schedule that 
sets up nicely, Missouri 
could well be favored 

% ~· 
in its first eight 
games heading 
into a Nov. 9 Af!ZZOL/ 
meeting with 7 
SEC East favorite , 
Georgia in -,# • 

Athens. ·~ - -.,. 

Just 
know that 
Bryant will 
have thrown 
his first 
incompletion 
before then. 
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It's been 13 years since their Calvary Episcopal Church wedding in 
Columbia, but Sonia Weinberg, BJ '02, and Wright Thompson, BJ '01, 

still wish they could have been married at their first-choice venue, Shake
speare's Pizza. 1 "They couldn't close the restaurant for us because they'd 

have to disappoint too many customers," Weinberg says of the revered 

campus hangout. "We could have put a tent in the parking lot for dancing 

and everyone could have had unlimited pizza." 1 Her regret is part 

olfactory and part nostalgic. When the couple studied at the J-School, they 

were just yards away from the aroma of the parlor's Masterpiece pizza (red 

onions, Canadian bacon and tomato sauce). The couple now lives in Oxford, 

Mississippi, definitely too far for takeout. But their attachment to the wildly 

popular restaurant hasn't waned. 1 "Since it would be a smaller event, 

maybe we can have our 20th-anniversary party there," Weinberg says, 

wistfully. "It would be Wright's dream." 1 He's not alone in his food rever

ies. The emotional pull of Columbia's restaurants has former students and 

current residents happy to describe the varied and beloved food offerings. 
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Frontier 
Sustenance 
Gentry's Tavern (1819-
1870), CoMo's first tavern, 
served not only locals 
but also wayfarers on the 
Boonslick Trail. Richard 
Gent ry was a colonel in the 
Missouri Militia, Columbia's 
first mayor, a senator and 
postmaster. When he died 
in 1839 in the Seminole 
Wars in Florida, his wife, 
Ann, became the first 
woman postmaster in the 
United States. Mizzou's 
first commencement (1843) 
kicked off with a procession 
from the tavern to campus. 

Free-m~e 
Ta11ern Cuisine 
Ad in an 1858 Missouri 
Statesman: "We wish to 
buy all kinds of Game, 
such as Rabbits, Squirrels, 
Turkeys, Quails, Ducks, 
Venison and Chickens. Also 
all kinds of Vegetables, 
for which the highest cash 
prices will be paid ." 
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I ne hometown food fan, Kerri Linder, 
51, was so taken with the culinary 
scene that she created food tours of 
Columbia restaurants. Born and raised 
here, Linder, BS Ace 'go, began to 

research the history and personalities of the res
taurants, their chefs, waitstaffs and owners. She 
assembled her knowledge into a highly appetiz
ing book, Iconic Restaurants of Columbia, Missouri 
(The History Press, 2018). 

In it, we learn that campus's best-known eatery, 
The Shack, began as a sandwich delivery service 
in 1921, run out of a car owned by the Chandler 
Davis family. What may have been the first food 
truck in Columbia expanded into the Davis Tea 
Room. It closed briefly during the Depression and 
reopened as Jack's Shack. Eventually, it was just 
The Shack, a joint with 25-cent beer nights, names 
carved into its walls and the place where student 
cartoonist Mort Walker, BA '48, hung out. Appro
priately, he memorialized The Shack in his Beetle 
Bailey comic strip. Much to the dismay of Shack 
Burger fans, the campus hangout closed in 1984 
and burned down on Halloween night in 1988. 

Linder's book is a full plate of such culinary 
and business history. 

From wild game to beaten biscuits and yes, 
brain sandwiches, Columbia restaurants have 
served both high and low cuisines. From canteens 
to grillrooms, they have fed everyone from thrifty 
students downing gyros at Tony's Pizza Palace to 
visiting parents spending freely at white-table
cloth establishments like the late Jack's Gourmet, 
with its escargot and bananas Foster. 

Before dining halls were common on campus, a 
multitude of inexpensive lunch counters and diners 
catered to students. As a result, comfort and fast food 
dominated Columbia's gastronomy in its early years. 

Thousands of students consumed Ernie's Cafe's 
steam-fried hamburger, the Broadway Diner's 
Stretch (hash browns topped with eggs, chili, 
cheese, peppers and onions}, Mugs Up chili and 
root beer, and Booches cash-only burgers served 

+- The Shack originally sat on what is now the circular drive 
fronting the Reynolds Alumni Center. 

on waxed paper. Fortunately, these four vener
able restaurants are still in business. 

But many former hometown favorites - like 
the 63 Diner, with its B52 sirloin sandwich and 
Christmas trees hung upside-down from the ceil
ing during the holidays - are no more. 

Even commercial districts are just memories. 
At the corner of Fifth and Walnut streets down
town, Tony's Pizza Palace operates out of the 
only building remaining from the Sharp End, 
which was Columbia's black business district 
during segregation. The building has historic 
designation now and surprisingly remains in the 

same family. Current landlord Ed Tibbs' father 
was the first to own the space. 

Such longevity is unusual. There's a lot of turn
over in the restaurant business, which can mean 
the demise of old reliables but also a healthy 
expansion of food choices. 

Today, CoMo's nearly 200 restaurants cook up 
specialties that span the globe. The beloved stan
dards of G&D Steakhouse's famed baked pota
toes and sirloin are now joined by goulash at Cafe 
Poland and steamed shrimp dumplings and green 
curry at Thip Thai Cuisine. 

Dining out is a big part of the city's culture, a 
departure from the special-occasion-only splurges 
Linder remembers from the 1970s. "The only time 
we went out for dinner was to celebrate our parents' 
anniversary at the Flaming Pit," she recalls. "Now 
even students go out at least twice a week for dinner." 

Here are some morsels of food front-runners 
that Columbia diners shared with us. 

In 1958, Kee Groshong, BS eat that steak. Wow. We 
'64, lived with seven went there a lot," says 
others in a rooming Groshong, now 78, 
house on Kuhlman retired MU vice 
Court, a street lat- chancellor for ad-
er torn up for Ellis ministrative ser-
Library. "You had vices. A big fan of 
to eat your meals The Pasta Factory 
out, and we went and Sophia's, he's 
to the Bullpen pleased Columbia 
Cafe, a restaurant continues to be an 
in the livestock sale "eat-out communi-
barn on the east end ty." His only dilemma 
of the Business Loop. You is choosing restaurants 
could buy a rib steak, fries, with his wife, Diana. For 
lettuce salad and toast her, Chinese is the prime 
for $1.03, tax included. cuisine. "If it were up to 
We were young, growing Diana, we'd be at House of 
and had strong teeth to Chow nearly every night." 
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t Like a little jazz with your green pepper rings? Murry's features solo piano most weeknights, a trio Saturday 
night and periodically hosts top musicians booked through the We Always Swing Jazz Series. 

Being a restaurant owner in Columbia means you 
often have to decide whether to cater to students, 
townspeople or both. Bill Sheats, BA '78, owner of 
Murry's, a beloved jazz restaurant and community 
gathering place, is happy that his restaurant is 
patronized by customers who no longer take spring 
breaks. Murry's offers American food standards, 
plus uncommon items like frogs legs and fried 
green pepper rings dusted with powdered sugar. 

For years, a standing group of civic leaders has 
met at Murry's on Mondays for cocktail hour. Tom 
Schultz, BJ '56, is one of nine men and one woman 
who arrives weekly at the group's regular table just 
inside the front door. There, they greet customers 
and tell stories. "You could leave for a month and 
they'll be telling the same stories, sometimes with 
new outcomes," Schultz says. 

This sense of community breeds loyalty among 
Murry's clientele, including a patron who owned 
a funeral home. One Valentine's Day, he was over
stocked with flowers and immediately thought of 
his No. 1 restaurant. He sent bouquets of roses for 
each of the restaurant's 30 tables. "We're a notori
ously unglamorous place, so, of course, we told 
everyone where the roses came from," Sheats 
laughs. " It's not like they came off the graves, but 
we had fun telling the customers." 

Let's face it, cheap beer is at the top of the food 
pyramid for many students. Hannah Milford, 
BHS '14, remembers the bargain food and drinks 
at Harpo's and Big 12. 

"Thursdays, we went to the dueling piano 
bar for dollar tequila shots and tall boy PBRs, 
which were a bad combination," Milford says. 
•~4 Stone Public House had the best burgers in 
town, and we always went there when my par
ents visited for a weekend for football games." 

Another great burger place she recalls fondly 
is Ingredient, which let diners build their own 
creations. "But if we were looking for a late
night snack after tailgating, it would have to be 
El Rancho. The line would be out the door late 
at night, and everyone wanted their nachos 
smothered in queso." 

All these provisions, Milford now confesses, 
were great "hangover food ." 
She's now a nurse at Mercy 
Hospital in St. Louis, well past 
those student indulgences, but 
still enjoys returning with her 
extended family - nearly all 
of whom attended Mizzou - to 
eat at family favorites like Flat 
Branch and 44 Stone. 

COMOEATS 

IOU for Food 
The Ever Eat Cafe (1930-
1962), opened by Bessie 
" Mom" and Leonard 
" Huss" Morris and their 
son Ralph, was half beer 
parlor and half meat-and
potatoes restaurant, with 
a big Tiger picture presid
ing over it all. Plenty of 
students, strapped for 
meal money at the end of 
a semester, got a loan from 
the Morrises, without so 
much as an IOU as collat
eral. And during World 
War II, some of those 
former customers, now 
soldiers in combat zones in 
Europe, sent the Ever Eat 
letters containing greetings 
and some cash to make 
good on their tab. The 
Heidelberg opened on the 
Ever Eat's location in 1963. 

Conveyor 
PuN1eyor 
The Rollaway Cafe's 
gimmick (circa 1960s) -
dish after dish of all-you
can-eat comfort food riding 
a conveyor belt through t he 
restaurant - was a money
maker until hollow-legged 
football players found out 
and plucked the belt clean. 
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Big Cheese 
It's cringeworthy now, 
perhaps, but the com
munity wheel of cheddar 
cheese at the Flaming 
Pit (1966-198os) in 
Parkade Plaza was 
part of what made the 
place a family favorite . 
Rounding out the scene 
were comfy booths, a 
fireplace , the aroma 
of sizzling steak and a 
treasure chest of free 
toys for the kids. 

.Just .Jack's 
For more than four 
decades, Jack's Gourmet 
(1972-2016) was one of 
a handful of Columbia 
restaurants to book when 
everything had to be just 
right for, say, a rehearsal 
dinner, graduation or a 
wedding proposal. The 
tufted booths were 
semicircular, the servers 
professional, the entrees 
scrumptious and the 
desserts often spectacu
larly set aflame within 
arm's reach. Just ask Stevie 
Wonder, Kate Capshaw, 
Brendan Fraser, Mr. T 
or Joe Namath, all 
of whom dined at Jack's. 

Sideba rs by Dale Smith , BJ 'BB 
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t Flat Branch Pub and Brewery first tapped its kegs in 1994 in a barrel-vaulted former car dealership, becoming 
Columbia's first brew pub in recent memory. 

What restaurant could lure both splenetic basket
ball coach Bobby Knight and feminist Gloria Steinem 
to cross its threshold (not on the same night)? It was 
Boone Tavern, named after a historic Daniel Boone 
Tavern, which, in turn, was named for Daniel Boone's 
sons, who were early Columbia pioneers and salt 
lick miners. 

The last version of the beloved tavern opened in 
1978 and pioneered outdoor courtyard dining. It 
also had an innovative VIP card, which worked like 
a credit card. Located adjacent to the county court
house, the tavern became popular not only with 
lawyers but also visiting parents, who indulged their 
students with its groaning board Sunday brunch, 
where fried chicken and raspberry cream pie were 
big attractions. 

The restaurant closed in 2012, but general man
ager Jim "Hoss" Koetting, BS Ag '84, and director of 
operations Trish Koetting, Arts '92, opened Hoss's 
Market on the south side of Columbia, where the 
chicken enchiladas, Kansas City strip steaks and 
strong customer service have lured back Boone Tav
ern fans. 

Order the celebrated pork tenderloin 
sandwich and fried mushrooms at the 
venerable Heidelberg and "you'll get a 
platter that could serve four people," 
warns Nancy Schultz, BS '69, whose 
School of Business marketing class used 
to adjourn there regularly. Her husband, 
Tom, says they request doggie bags at 
nearly every Columbia restaurant they 
patronize. "We just finished off some 
fantastic salmon from Sophia's that we 
brought home,'' he says. "The portions in 
Columbia are usually Midwest huge." 
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Sweets have their own special pull. Linder is taken 
with the chocolate peanut butter gooey cake with car
amel rum sauce from the Broadway Hotel's 11 Eleven 
restaurant. Or you could tempt her with the layered 
dessert from Coley's, where ice cream, caramel and 
pecans arrive in a stack. 

Ag students get experience making ice cream at 
Buck's Ice Cream Place, the university's dairy parlor, 
located under a black-and-gold awning on the south 
side of Eckles Hall. Its Tiger Stripe variety, a blend 
of golden French vanilla and Dutch chocolate, is the 
official ice cream of the Missouri Tigers. Naturally, it's 
the bestseller and is served at the annual Tiger Walk. 
That's the yearly tradition - sponsored by the Mizzou 
Alumni Association - of welcoming the taste buds of 
new freshmen with a free slice of Shakespeare's pizza 
and a taste ofTiger Stripe. 

Those craving more unusual ice cream flavors head 
for Sparky's, a locally owned ice cream emporium with 
hilariously bad art on its walls. Its flavors are equally 
quirky, from cinnamon to dark chocolate orange 
cheesecake. When the 17-year locusts emerged a few 
years back, Sparky's attempted to sell a flavor with 
the crunchy cicadas mixed in. That didn't last, but 
creative new combinations like lavender vanilla are 
always on offer. 

t The only thing better than a Booche's burger 
is five more coming right behind it . 

Do you have a favorite Columbia res
taurant food memory? Send us an email 
at mizzou@missouri.edu, or join the 
Mizzou Alumni Association's book club 
to talk it over at pbc.guru/missouri. M 

About the author: Margaret Engel, 
BJ '73, won awa1,ds rnporting for the 
Washington Post and co-authored a 
book that inspired the long-running Food 
Finds show on The Food Network. She 
directs the Alicia Patterson Foundation. 
A s a student at Mizzou, she waitressed at 
Brady Commons and taught Taiwanese 
f1'iends how to bake pumpkin pie. 

Best Biscuit 
Annie Fisher, born in 1867 
to former slaves living in 
the Columbia area, was 
not only a restaurateur and 
caterer extraordinaire but 
also a real estate maven 
who owned 18 rental homes 
and two mansions. She was 
famous for her "beaten 
biscuits," which she 
described in 1927 as "an 
ordinary biscuit baked 
while the life is in it." 

INTERSTATE 

-~ 
Anyone/or Pi? 
Brothers "Poor" Ken and 
"Lonesome" Del Gebhardt 
clowned their way to local 
fame in a TV commercial 
with Ken posing as a 
math teacher instructing 
Del on the ancient ratio, 
"Pi R squared ." No, Del 
quipped, " Pi are round! " 
With that plot in place, 
the brothers kept repeat
ing the lines, ever louder 
and more exasperated , 
until Dell chucked a pie 
into Ken's face and 
pronounced , " Pie are 
messy." (You had to see 
it). The pair's Interstate 
Pancake House, located 
just off of l-70, also topped 
industry headlines as the 
first U.S. restaurant to go 
completely computerized. 
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MIZZOU BALL OF FAME 

Mizzoa's New Ball of amers 
When Tigers earn a diploma from the University of Missouri, they join the ranks of 338,892 Mi ou alumni living around the 

world. Mizzou degrees decorate the walls of some of our nation's most accomplished m7n an women. Since 2016, MU has 
annually recognized three of its outstanding alumni with induction into the Mizzou Hall of Fa e. On Oct. 11, 2019, Mizzou will 

proudly induct Andy Bryant, Susan G. Komen and Jim Lehrer. By Connor Voss, BJ '16 

Andy B1"JT3,ni Susan G. Komen 
Intel Chairman Andy Bryant, BA '72, credits his strong 
foundation in economics to legendary MU Professor John 
Kuhlman, who taught courses at MU from 1961 to 1985. 

After earning a master's degree in business administration 
at the University of Kansas in 1976, Bryant put his talents to 
work in the auto industry, first in finance positions at Ford and 
Chrysler. He joined Intel in 1981, where he moved up the ranks 
to chief financial officer in 1994 and chief administrative offi
cer in 2007. Since 2012, he has served as chairman of the board. 

Raised in President Harry S. Truman's hometown oflndepen
dence, Missouri, Bryant, who now lives in Portland, Oregon, is 
known at Intel for his Midwestern work ethic and disposition. 

"The first key lesson I learned about leadership was to be 
open and honest with your people," Bryant explains. "People 
always knew that they were going to hear what I really think." 

44 MIZZOUMAGAZINE 

Susan Goodman Komen enrolled at Mizzou in 1962 to follow 
her lifelong interest in fashion. 

"Suzy tried desperately to teach me about the pretty 
things in life: how to fix my hair, apply makeup and coordi
nate my wardrobe. None of it seemed to work," says Komen's 
younger sister, Nancy Goodman Brinker. "She was the per
fect older sister." 

Komen left MU in 1963 to work as a model in her 
hometown of Peoria, Illinois. She also came away with 
fellow MU graduate Stanley Komen, BJ ' 62, her college 
sweetheart who became her husband in 1966. By 1974, 
the couple had welcomed two children, Scott and Steph
anie, BA '92. 

At age 33, Komen was diagnosed with breast cancer. For 
three years, she dealt with grueling radiation and chemo-
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therapy treatments. Even during this struggle, Komen thought 
of others. 

"Nan, as soon as I get better, let's do something about this," 
she told her younger sister. "You can find a way to speed up the 
research. I know you can." And, in true Komen fashion, she 
wanted to design waiting rooms to "make them pretty for the 
women who have to be here." 

Brinker promised her sister that she would do everything 
she could to end breast cancer, but Komen passed away be
fore her promise could be fulfilled. She died on Aug. 4, 1980, 
at age 36. 

Ever since, Brinker has kept her word to her sister, founding 
the Susan G. Komen® foundation in 1982. More than Boo partic
ipants took part in the first Race for the Cure, the foundation's 
signature event, the following year in Dallas. Since opening, 
the foundation has funded more than $988 million in re
search and more than $2.2 billion in education, screening and 
treatment in over 60 countries. Today, more than 150 Races for 
the Cure are run worldwide, moving toward Komen's dream 
of ending breast cancer. 

, Jim Lehrer 
When Jim Lehrer arrived at Mizzou after earning an associ
ate of arts and science degree in 1954 from Victoria College in 
Victoria, Texas, he thought he was a "hotshot writer." 

"I quickly learned that hot stuff was defined differently at 
the journalism school at the University of Missouri than it was 

EVERY PLATE SUPPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS IT 

in places I had written and done things before," says Lehrer, 
a native of Wichita, Kansas, who went on to become a leading 
broadcast journalist. 

The first article he turned in at J-School received an F for 
including the incorrect middle initial of one of his article's 
subjects. With that, he learned a lesson that became the foun
dation of his famed journalism career: Facts matter. 

This lesson stayed with Lehrer from his earliest days 
covering the police and criminal courts beats for the Colum
bia Missourian to his coverage of the Watergate hearings to 
moderating 12 presidential debates, all the way to his 2011 
retirement from PBS NewsHour with Jim Lehrer. It propelled 
him toward winning numerous awards, including the Na
tional Humanities Medal, two Emmys for his television 
reporting and the Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished 
Service in Journalism. 

In addition to his legacy in journalism, Lehrer's J -School 
training also fueled his prolific writing career, having pub
lished 21 novels, three nonfiction memoirs and three plays. 

During Lehrer's five-decade career, aspiring journalists have 
often asked him what it's like to attend the J -School. Lehrer 
likens it to "Marine boot camp for journalism" - a compari
son he doesn't make lightly, having served three years in the 
Marine Corps after graduating from MU. 

Lehrer draws the comparison with pride. "I'm a Tiger 
through and through and have been since I set foot in Columbia, 
and I will remain a Tiger until I don't set foot anywhere else." M 

10 STARTED IT ■IZZOU.Cl■/PllTES 
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HOMECOMING 2019 

Liz Conner was sitting in the Loeb Hall office of Amy 

Knopps, director of Marching Mizzou, waiting for an 

answer. 
Conner was shaking, having just stumbled 

through an audition on her piccolo. It had been five 

years since the 24-year-old incoming transfer junior 

had played in front of an audience of any kind. She 

had wanted to be a member of the band since first 

picking up her instrument in fifth grade. But then 

life happened. 
She had postponed her dream after high school, 

opting for community college. Upon completing her 

associate's degree, she landed a well-paying job at 

a Jefferson City, Missouri, car dealership. College 

suddenly seemed less urgent. Besides, she had long 

since stopped playing. 

But Conner kept tailgating 
at Mizzou football games 

and watching the band. 

She built a vision board in 

her duplex and pinned up 

photos of the uniformed 
musicians in formation. In 
December 2018, she de

cided to act. She applied 
to MU, hired a piccolo 
instructor to knock off 

the rust and reached 
out to Knopps, who, 

to Conner's surprise, 

agreed to see her. 
And now here she was. 

-+ Piccoloist 
Liz Conner had 
long dreamed 
of performing 
in Marching 
Mizzou . Her 
wish comes t rue 
this fall. 

46 MIZZOU 

"I was terrified," Conner says. 
Knopps began by explaining how hard it would be to get back into playing 

shape after such a long layoff. Oh, Conner thought, this is her way of breaking it 

to me gently. 
But then Knopps extended her hand and said she'd love to have Conner in March

ing Mizzou. "I started bawling," says Conner, who began practicing with the band 

last summer and is taking finance classes this fall. "It was always eating at me 

to go back. Now I'm finally pursuing this huge goal." - Tony Rehagen , BA , BJ '01 
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IUJJI 
Recognizing your generosity 

IN 2013, MIZZOU LAUNCHED 
A PROGRAM TO RECOGNIZE 
DONORS WHO PROVIDE 
ANNUAL SUPPORT TO THE 
UNIVERSITY. 

The Co lumns Society honors 
those indiv iduals who contribute 
$2,500 cumulati ve ly during an 
academic year (July 1-June 30). 

Annual support includes cash and 
matching gifts to various university 
programs such as athleti cs, the 
Mizzou Alumni Assoc iati on, 
academic units and scholarships. 
Membership in the Columns 
Societ y places you in the company 
of Mizzou supporters committed 
to the far-reaching influence of 
the University of Missouri and 
higher education as a w hole. 

For more information about the 
Columns Soc iet y, please contact 
Tim McLaughlin at 573-884-2355 
or mclaughlint@missouri .edu. 
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Visit mizzou.com/homecoming 
for details and updates. 

Sept. 29 
Homecoming 5K Campus Decorations 
9 a.m., Traditions Plaza 6-9:30 p.m., Greektown 
Join fellow Tigers for Roam Greektown and feast 

3.1 black-and -gold your eyes on fratern ities' 
miles to kick off Mizzou and sororities' house 
Homecoming. decorations. 

Sept. 30-0et. 3 Stroll Off 
Homecoming Blood Drive 8 p.m., Jesse Auditorium 
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. , National Panhellenic 
Hearnes Center Council organizations 
Donate blood at one compete to see who can 
of the nation's largest stroll and step the best. 

college-based drives. 

Register to give at Spirit Rally 
Mizzou through 8:30 p.m., Traditions Plaza 

donateblood.com, or Get fired up for the game 
find a partnering location with Truman the Tiger, 

at mizzou.com . Mizzou Spirit Squads and 

Marching Mizzou . 

Oet.7-9 
Talent Show Oct. 12 
6:30-9 p.m., Parade 

Jesse Hall Time TBA, Campus and 

Mizzou's got talent! Downtown Columbia 

Cheer on student singers, Show your Tiger pride as 

dancers and jokesters the parade ambles across 

either in person or in real campus and downtown 

time at mizzou.com. Columbia. The parade boasts 

floats, bands from across the 

Oet. 11 state and candy for the kids. 

LGBTQ Happy Hour 

5- 7 p.m., Football Game vs. Ole Miss 

Top Ten Wines Time TBA, Memorial Stadium 

Mizzou's LGBTQ Resource Sound off for the Tigers as 

Center welcomes friends they take on the Ole Miss 

and alumni, age 21 or Rebels, and sit tight at 

older, to reconnect, halftime to discover who is 

celebrate and learn how named the 2019 Home-

to get involved. coming King and Queen . 
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OoJtoli.tte 
{)rule. 21 
Rogersville, Missouri 
Major: Radio-televi
sion journalism, with 
a minor in economics 

Self-description: 
Ambitious, organized, 
sarcastic 

The Homecoming 
theme means to me: 

"Tradition Stands Forever" acknowledges the 
history of our university with a nod to Gideon 
Rothwell's call to " Let the columns stand. 
Let them stand for a thousand years." It also 
points toward the future. The experiences you 
have and the memories you make at Mizzou 
will be with you throughout your life. 

Best idea I've had as a director: I love 
being organized, so I set up a Google 
Calendar that everyone on the Steering 
Committee can sync with their phones, and 
it's where the directors put all the latest 
information for our meetings and events. 

I'm proudest of: The reporting I've done 
as a J-School student telling informative 
and important stories about mid-Missouri 
issues. My dream job is to become a 
national economics correspondent. 

Can't live without: My phone! I'm 

constantly checking my email and Twitter. 

A casual friend would never guess: 
I'm the biggest Formula 1 fan! I grew up 
watching races with my dad. 

Would never: Watch a horror movie 

Perfect day: It would definitely involve 
lunch at Booches. 
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B/tJJfWllt 
~~-22 
Missouri 
Major: Civil 
engineering 

Self
description: 
Meticulous, 
laid-back, 
confident 

Best decision I've made as a director: 
Keeping an open mind and listening to 
others' ideas 

I'm proudest of: My sister, who is a single 
mom, works full time and just got accepted 
into nursing school 

Favorite thing about Homecoming: 
It brings together so many people who love 
Mizzou to celebrate what it means to be a Tiger. 

Ultimate dinner companion: Alexander 
Hamilton. Much of what he thought, wrote 
and did has stood the test oftime. 

Can't live without: My mom. Every day, I 
call her after my classes, and she calls me 
on her way home from work. I'm not sure 
how I would survive without those calls. 

Have always wanted to: Build. As a child , 
I constructed large cityscapes with Legos. I 
was ecstatic when I was old enough to build 
things with real tools and visit job sites. 
My ultimate goal is to build a high-rise in a 
large city. 

Splurge: Gifts. I always get carried away 
and spend too much . 

First crush: Britney Spears 

llfUl/lfl/i 
,:~.21 
West 
Des Moines, 
Iowa 
Major: 
Textile and 
apparel 
management, 
with minors 
in business 
and journalism 

Self-description: Positive, loyal, resilient 

First thing I said when I found out 
I was a director: Holy cow, what did I 
get myself into! 

What the Homecoming theme 
means to me: "Tradition Stands Forever" 
means that all of Mizzou 's traditions 
are here to stay, whether it's rubbing 
David R. Francis' nose for luck, walking 
over the engineers' shamrock or 
attending the Homecoming step show. 

Bl"est surprise about college life: 
I thought I'd have loads of free time. 
I was very wrong. 

Most exciting experience: 
Being selected as a scholar for the 
YMA Fashion Scholarship Fund . I was 
flown to New York City to participate 
in networking events, career fairs 
and a gala with fash ion industry 
professionals. 

Dream job: Women's apparel merchant 
for the iconic Ralph Lauren 

Obsession: Musicals. I was in shows 
during high school and still listen to 
Broadway songs. 
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Advocate and Ambassador 
t Steve Hays was a 
first-generation college 
student. Now he's the 
Mizzou Alumni 
Association's new 
volunteer president. 
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Steve Hays didn't grow up hearing stories about 
his parents' college days or favorite professors. 
No one in his family had ever been to college. 
He was happy to have graduated from Ritenour 
High School in North County St. Louis. "I didn't 
have any expectations," says Hays, BS BA 'So, the 
Mizzou Alumni Association's new volunteer pres
ident. "When I went to Mizzou, it opened me up to 
a world of opportunity I never knew existed." 

Now a partner of the public accounting firm 
RubinBrown LLP in St. Louis, Hays is commit
ted to giving back to the university that gave 
him so much. "It's the least I can do. I would not 
be the person I am today without my experience 
at Mizzou." Hays has served not only in several 
roles for the Mizzou Alumni Association, in
cluding treasurer and vice president, but also 
as president of the Mizzou Tiger Club-St. Louis 
and a member of the School of Accountancy 
Advisory Board. 

"Ever since I've known him, he's been so sup
portive of everything at Mizzou," says past MAA 
president Dudley McCarter, JD '75, who met Hays 

while playing on opposing recreational softball 
teams. (''At first, I didn't like him because I could 
never get him out," McCarter recalls. "He had a 
great knack for getting on base.") They started 
running into each other at Mizzou events in 
St. Louis and at their kids' swim meets - the only 
two dads wearing Mizzou shirts. "Over the years, 
I've watched Steve continue to become more com
mitted to Mizzou," McCarter says. "I know how 
much he loves the university and how hard he's 
going to work to make it better." 

During his 2019-2020 term as association 
president, Hays plans to engage with alumni and 
encourage them to boost their involvement, 
whether through joining the association, partici
pating in activities, volunteering time or giving 
money. "We are the state school of Missouri," 
says Hays, who is proud to have started a Miz
zou tradition in his family - son Steven, BS Ace, 
M Ace '15, and daughter Laura, BS HES '16, are 
also graduates. "I want our alumni to be advocates 
and ambassadors for the school." 
- Kelsey Allen, BA, BJ '10 
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Show-Me Momentum 
As loyal Mizzou supporters, you are going to 
love this issue of MIZZOU, which, as u su al, is 
chock full of great news from campus. And it's 
coming by the bushel lately. 

For starters, it struck me during the June 
groundbreaking for the NextGen Precision 
Health Institu te how MU and the state of Mis
souri are made for such a forward-looking effort. 
The cutting-edge facility w ill help researchers 
discover ways of cu stomizing h ealth treatments 
using each person's gen etics, lifestyle and envi
ronment. That's thinking big. 

We announced several giving records recently, 
including a $200 million year in philanthropy. 
Alumni and friends continue to step up and support 
MU. We closed a record number of multimillion
dollar donations and raised a record $21.3 million 
in gifts of less than $10,000. The take-home: Each 
gift matters, and Mizzou's support base is strong. 

Tourin' Tigers hit a record this year, too, with 
more alumni than ever taking one of th e pro
gram's domestic and international educational 
trips. I scratched an item off my bucket list by 
hosting one to Normandy, France, during the 
75th anniversary of D-Day. The awe-inspir
ing journey was even more special because I 
shared it with fellow Tigers. Our trip materials 
included a list of alumni w ho participated and 
perished in the attack. It truly made me appre
ciate the Mizzou family even more. 

This issue of MIZZOU captures MU's posi
tive momentum. Keep it going, sh are the good 
word, and I' ll see you at Homecoming! 

TODD MCCUBBIN, MED '95 

executive dii'ecto1; Mizzou Alumni A ssociation 

Em ail: mccubbint@missouri.edu 

Twitter:@MizzouTodd 
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Class Notes 

19,10 
**W. H. "Bert" Bates, 
BA '49, of Kansas City, 
Mo ., was honored 
with a Lifetime Achieve
ment Award by the 
Kansas City Metropolitan 
Bar Association for 66 
years of legal practice in 
Kansas City. 

1950 ** Joanne Starke, 
BA '54, and **Clinton 
Starke, BS ChE '55, of 
Lockport, N.Y., celebrated 
their 65th wedding anni
versary Aug. 17, 2018. 

1960 
*C. Thomas Ryther, 
BJ '61, of Saint Paul, Minn. , 
wrote The Hummelsheim 
Kid: The Amazing Story of a 
Broadcast Journalist {Stu
dio Z-7 Publishing, 2019). 

**Margery Neely, M Ed 
'68, PhD '71, of Manhat
tan , Kan., wrote Escapade 
(AuthorHouse, 2018). 

1970 
**Beverly Hammons, 
BS Ed '70, of Genoa, 
N.Y., wrote "Midwives & 
Paramedics: Tracking the 
Careers of Promotoras in 
Ecuador's Rainforests" for 
WorldView, the magazine 
of the National Peace 
Corps Association. 

**Laura Skaer, BS BA 
'70, JD '74, of Columbia, 
Mo., retired after serving 
as the American Explora
tion & Mining Association's 
executive director for 
22 years. 

*Hans A. Andrews, Ed D 
'71, of Ottawa, Ill., wrote 
Recognition vs. Merit Pay 
for Our Best Teachers 
{Matilda Press, 2014) . 

Martin F. Norden, 
BJ '73, MA '74, PhD '77, 
of Amherst, Mass. , wrote 
Lois Weber: Interviews 
{University Press of 
Mississippi, 2019) . 

*Susie Bohard Bremen, 
BJ '74, of Indianapolis re
tired as coordinator of col
lege counseling at North 
Central High School. 

*David Doering, BA '74, 
of Jefferson City, Mo., 
received the 2018 Ameri
can Society of Appraisers 
National Association of 
Insurance and Financial 
Advisors Appraiser-of-the
Year Award . 

**Robert Ulrich, BA '75, 
of Turtletown, Tenn., is 
president of the American 
Coaster Enthusiasts. 

** John Bisney, BJ '76, 
MA '78, of Seminole, Fla., 
co-wrote Picturing Apollo 
11 {University Press of 
Florida, 2019) and The 
Space-Age Presidency of 
John F. Kennedy: A Rare 
Photographic History 
{University of New Mexico 
Press, 2019) . 

**Gregory Mertz, BS 
RPA '78, of Spotsylvania, 
Va., wrote Attack at Day
light and Whip Them: The 
Battle of Shiloh, April 6-7, 
1862 {Savas Beatie, 2019). 

* James Dionne, BS BA 
'79, of Whitehouse Sta
tion, N.J ., retired after 
35 years with AT&T. 

1980 
**Ginger Bryant, BS 
BA 'So, MA '81, of San 
Francisco was named one 
of 2019's Most Influential 
Women in Bay Area Busi
ness by the San Francisco 
Business Times. 

** James W. Green, 
BS EE 'So, of Holliston , 
Mass., is president and 
CEO of Harvard Bioscience. 

*Clare Blando, BJ '82, 
of Kansas City, Mo., wrote 
The Bootlegger's Friend 
(Clare Blando, 2009) . 

*Lydia DeWitt Stein• 
berg, BS HE '83, of 
Leawood, Kan., was 

Events 
September 
13, Leaders Weekend 
mizzou .com 

13-15, Family Weekend 
families. missouri.edu 

27-29, Roots N Blues N 
BBQ Festival, Stephens 
Lake Park 
rootsnbluesnbbq.com 

October 
12, Homecoming! 
Enjoy the parade, then 
cheer on the football 
Tigers against Ole Miss . 
Times TBA. 
mizzou.com 

mutigers.com 

18, Tiger Headquarters 
at Vanderbilt, 
Nashville 
mizzou.com 

30, The King's Singers, 
Jesse Auditorium 
concertseries.org 

November 
3, Comedian Samuel 
Com roe, as seen on 
America's Got Talent 

theb/uenote.com 

3-11, Tourin' Tigers, 
Italy, France, Spain, 
Monaco 
mizzou.com 

9, Tiger Tailgate, 
Athens, Georgia 
mizzou.com 

15, Faculty-Alumni 
Awards 
mizzou .com 

16-17, Fall Into Art, 
with 55 Missouri 
artists, Plaza Event 
Center at Parkade 
fal/intoart .org 
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ALUMNI NEWS 

Leaders Who Set the Pace 
The Mizzou Black Alumni Network presen ts 
Trailblazer Awards annually to celebrate MU 
graduates who are path-making leaders. The 
winners for 2019 are: 

Lisa White Banhrick, BJ '82 
Judge, Missouri Court of Appeals 
Hardwick, a graduate of the Harvard 

Law School, is the first African Ameri

can woman appointed to the circuit 

bench in Jackson County and on any 

appellate court in Missouri . She grew 

up in Kansas City. 

Dean Kpere-Dalbo, BA '0 7 
Labor and employment lawyer 
In 201 6, Kpere-Daibo was named a 

" Top 40 Under 40" by National Black 

Lawyers, and last year he was selected 

to the Super Lawyers 201 8 Missouri 

and Kansas Rising Stars List . He is a 

native of St. Louis. 

More: Contact Jayson Meyer, director of alumni 

engagement, at meyerjay@missouri.edu or 

(573) 882-8208. 

named the 2018 PR Pro of 
the Year by the Greater 
Kansas City Chapter ofthe 
Public Relations Society of 
America. 

*Sheryl Crow, BS Ed '84, 
of Santa Monica, Calif., 
winner of nine Grammy 
awards, released her 11th 
studio album, Threads (Big 
Machine Records, 2019) . 

Brent Chrite, MS '85, of 
Denver is the president 
of Bethune-Cookman 
University. 

*Dan Hegeman, BS Ag 
'85, of St . Joseph, Mo., 
was appointed to the 
Farmers State Bank board 
of governors as an advi 
sory member. 

Brad Pitt, Arts '86, of 
Beverly Hills, Calif., stars 
in Quentin Tarantino's 
Once Upon a Time in 
Hollywood. 

Jeff Rutenbeck, MA '86, 
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of Glenside, Pa., is provost 
and senior vice president 
for academic affairs at 
Arcadia University. 

**Richard Binsacca, 
BJ '87, of Corvallis, Ore., 
is editor-in-chief of Profes
sional Builder magazine. 

**G. David Harpool, 
JD '89, of Boulder, Colo., 
is president of Northcen
tral University. 

*Kristi Peck, BA '89, of 
St . Louis wrote Coming 
Home: A Love Story (XO 
Publishing, 2018) . 

1990 
Kevin Howard, BS BA 
'92, of St. Louis is execu
tive vice president, chief 
accounting officer and 
controller for Charter 
Communications Inc. 

*Scott M. Harrison, BS 
Ed '96, of Edinburgh, Scot
land, is associate director 
of learner journey services 

at City of Glasgow College. 

*Godwin-Charles Ogbeide, 
BS '96, MS '05, PhD '06, 
of Indianapolis directs the 
White Lodging School of 
Hospitality and Tourism 
Management at Pu rdue 
University Northwest . 

**Fred Stemme, 
BS '96, of St . Charles, Mo. , 
is chief operating officer 
for the National Corn 
Growers Association . 

** Janell Soucie-Pitt
man, BS BA '98, of John
ston, Iowa, is chief mar
keting and digital strategy 
officer of MercyOne. 

2000 
Joyce Piveral, Ed D 'oo, 
of Pickering, Mo., is a 
member of the Northwest 
Foundation Inc. board of 
directors. 

Ebony Reed, BJ 'oo, 
MA '04, of Columbia, Mo., 
is audiences chief for the 
Wall Street Journal. 

**Robert Mester, 
BS '04, MD '08, of Daniel 
Island, S.C., co-founded 
and is medical director of 
GOMED Charleston. 

Lisandra Carmichael, 
MA '02, of Statesboro, Ga., is 
dean of university libraries at 
Georgia Southern University. 

Elizabeth "Libby" 
Volgyes, BJ '04, of 
West Palm Beach, Fla. , 
exhibited her Faces of Food 
portrait series at the Food
Photo Festival in Denmark. 

Russel Vinson, BS CoE, 
BS EE '05, of Columbia, 
Mo., is a project engineer 
at Timberlake Engineering. 

Sarah Rendo, BJ '07, of 
Kansas City, Mo., is a cli 
ent partner at Spotlight 
Analyst Relations. 

2010 
*Dan Schindler, BS Ace, 
M Ace '11, of St. Louis is a 

senior manager at Anders 
CPAs + Advisors. 

Eben Allen, MS '13, of 
New Castle, N.H. , is resi
dent inspector at Millstone 
Station for the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission . 

*Kate Nolan, BS ChE '13, 
of St. Louis received the 
WE Local New ELiTE Award 
from the Society of Women 
Engineers. 

Morgan Eye, BS BA '15, 
M Ed '17, of Columbia, Mo., 
wrote The Eye in Team: Cin
derella Wore Sneakers (Hill
top30 Publishers, 201 9). 

Emily Schuckenbrock, 
BS '16, MS Ag Ed '19, of 
Bowling Green, Mo., is a 
program manager at Agri
culture Future of America. 

Edward Morris, MPA '17, 
of Claremont, Vt., is city 
manager for the city of 
Claremont. 

Neal Fandek, M Ed '18, 
of Columbia, Mo. , wrote 
Peter Pike and the Murder
ous Mormons (Full Moon 
Publishing, LLC., 2017) . 

Betsy Smith, BS '18, MS 
Ag Ed '19, of Blythedale, 
Mo. , is a program manager 
at Agriculture Future of 
America. 

Weddings 
**David Tucker Jr., BS 
EE '04, and Ashley Hayes 
of Alton , Ill. , Dec. 15, 2018. 

**Daniel Collins, 
BS Ace, M Ace '07, and 
Lauren Brummett of 
Denver July 28, 2018. 

Shelby Sternerg, BJ '14, 
and *Connor Moylan, 
BS '15, of Kansas City, Mo. , 
Oct . 13, 2018. 

Births 
**Benjamin Gill, BS '04, 
and **Susan Lowrey 
Gill, BJ '05, of Blacksburg, 
Va., announce the birth of 
Charles Vernon Oct. 5, 2018. 

*Christina George, 
BFA '09, and Kevin 
George, BFA '09, MA '13, 
of Columbia, Mo. , an 
nounce the birth of Ansel 
Ambrose Sept . 26, 2018. 

Faculty Deaths 
*Charles "Randy" Ves
sell, MS '75, of Blackwa
ter, Mo., Oct . 12 , 2018, at 
71 . He was an assistant 
professor for the Depart
ment of Parks, Recreat ion 
and Sport for 31 years . 

Deaths 
Warren Thomas Clark, 
BS BA ~7, of Enid, Okla., 
Feb. 9, 2019, at 97. He was a 
member of Beta Theta Pi and 
served in the U.S. Air Force. 

Marjorie Jones Geist, 
BS Ed ~7, of Wilmette, Ill. , 
May 7, 2019, at 93 . She was 
a member of Chi Omega. 

**Norman Fabes, BS BA 
~9, ofTulsa, Okla., Dec. 4, 
2018, at 90. He was a mem
ber of Sigma Alpha Mu and 
served in the U.S. Army. 

*Glenn R. Short, BJ '49, 
of Charlottesville, Va. , 
Sept. 1, 2018, at 94. 

*Mauda Ruth McGeorge, 
BS HE '50, of Jefferson 
City, Mo., Jan. 7, 2019, at 
89. She was a member of 
Alpha Gamma Delta. 

*Marybelle D. Mueller, 
JD '50, of Jackson, Mo. , 
Oct. 10, 2018, at 91 . She 
was a member of Kappa 
Alpha Theta. 

** James R. Seelbach, 
BS Ag, DVM '50, of St . 
Louis Sept. 11, 2018, at 
96. He was a World War II 
veteran. 

*Lowell Leslie Coon, 
BS CiE '51, MS '52, of 
Bartlesvi lle, Okla., Oct . 1, 
201 8, at 87. He served in 
th e U.S. Army. 

*Barbara Knaus, BS Ed 
'51, of Sedalia, Mo. , May 
4, 2019, at 91 . She was a 
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A LIFETIME OF MIZZOU 
Upgrading to life means that you will retain the benefits you already receive as an annual member 

while also receiving even more exclusive items. 

Personalized Mizzou Return Address Labels 

Life Member Key Tag 

MAA Life Member Card 

MAA Life Member Car Decal 

Life Member Portfolio 

Life Member Certificate 

Life Member Lapel Pin 

Recognition in MIZZOU ~ll.gazine 
;..<c_ ''.'.>_}! 

Monthly, Interest-free Payment Plan Options 

Upgrade your membership today! 

Mizzou.com/life I 800-372-6822 
ASSOC I AT I ON 



Traditions Circle recognizes alumni and friends for their contributions to the 
Mizzou Traditions Fund. Their support of the Mizzou Traditions Fund preserves 

the traditions we love and provides scholarships for students. 

: • - :a: - • - - . : : 

Mark Bauer Janifer & James Hall Mary & Jerome McKinney 

Gloria & Titus Blackmon June & Sam Hamra William Merryfield 

Linda & Larry Burton Kathy & Steve Hays Robert Ross 

Julie & David Corley B.W. Hoecker Martha & Russell Smith 

Meredith Dillon Denise & Mark Jennings Nancy Staats 

Deborah & Robert Dolgin Jan & Ron Kessler Kenneth Thorp 

Nancy & Elton Fay Joyce & David King Henry Warren 

Joyceanne & Robert Fick Susannah King Robin Wenneker 

Ginny Fuldner Linda Kornitzer Patty Wolfe 

Sherri & Randy Gallick Cheryl & Craig Lalumandier Robert Wright 

Cassie & Michael Gambrell Debbie & Todd Mccubbin 

• .. 
• 
•' . . . •• 
• 

ASSOCIATION 

Join Traditions Circle today at mizzou.com/traditionsfund I 800-372-6822 
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4.LUMNINEWS 

NEW MEMBERS OF 

THE QUILL 
Notable names enshrined in Jesse Hall include 
not only those of QEBH honorary society mem
bers scrawled in the dome but also recipients of 
the Jefferson Club Golden Quill Alumni Excel
lence Award. The Jefferson Club board of trustees 
added four names to Jesse's Notable Alumni Wall 
in the main south entry in April. The honor goes 
to alumni of outstanding professional achieve
ment who also reflect Mizzou values of respect, 
responsibility, discovery and excellence. 

t Quill members are, from left, Jackson Scholz, Linda 
Bloodworth-Thomason, James Lee Burke and John Gordon. 

Linda Bloodworth-Thomason, BA '89 
Award-winning writer and producer 
Bloodworth-Thomason's first Emmy nomination 
came for the first television script she ever wrote, 
a M*A*S*H episode she penned with Mary Kay 
Place four years after graduating from MU. 

James Lee Burke, BA '59, MA '80 
New York Times bestselling mystery author 
Burke's Dave Robicheaux 22-book series, the lat
est of which was published in January, features 
a lead character portrayed on screen by both 
Alec Baldwin and Tommy Lee Jones. 

Jackson V. Scholz, BJ '20 
Three-time Olympic track athlete, writer 
The sprinter won gold medals at the 1920 and 
1924 Olympics, but it was his silver medal fin
ish in the 100-meter dash in 1924 that was 
portrayed in the 1981 film Chariots of Fire. 

Gen. John A . Gordon, BS '88 
Retired United States Air Force general, deputy 
director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
Following his decorated 32-year career in the 
Air Force, Gordon served as homeland security 
adviser to President George W. Bush from June 
2003 to June 2004. 

MEET COLUMBIA 
THROUGH THE EYES OF KYLE COOK 
CO-OWNER, HITT RECORDS 

Why did marathoner/ music buff/disc jockey/ entrepreneur Kyle 
Cook choose Columbia to set up shop? Maybe because - like 
his record store, which happens to come with a bar, cafe, art 
gallery and independent theater - Columbia has something 
for everyone. Or everything, for someone like Kyle. See his story 
and others at MeetCOMO.com. 
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member of Pi Beta Phi. 

*Robert H. Carlstead, 
BS BA '52, of Palo Alto, 
Calif. , April 28, 2019, at 90. 
He served in the U.S. Navy. 

*Gerald Smith, BJ '52, 
of St. Helena Island, S.C., 
March 4, 2019, at 87. He 
served in the U.S. Navy. 

*Lou Ann Snyder, BS Ed 
'52, of Prairie Village, Kan., 
Dec. 22, 2018, at 87. 

*Robert Owen Baker, 
BA '53, of Anchorage, 
Alaska, May 3, 2018, at 87. 
He served in the U.S. Navy. 

*Gloria Buchanan Hous
ton, BA '53, of Aliso Viejo, 
Calif., June 6, 2019, at 96. 
She served in the WAVES. 

*Ronald G. Severs, BA 
'53, BS MED '54, of Destin, 
Fla., March 9, 2019, at 87. 
He served in the U.S. 
Air Force. 
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As serious about allergies as we are about arthritis. 

At MU Health Care, we're prepared to treat every patient need 

that comes our way. From the routine to the extreme. With over 

600 doctors in more than 80 specialt ies and subspecialties, we 

work together to coordinate every part of your care - ensuring 

no matter what you come in with, you're met with the best. 

That's academic medicine. That's MU Health Care. 

E!J Health Care 
muhealth.org 



ALUMNI BOOKSHELF 

It's 
Saturday 
Morning! 
CELEBRATING THI GOLDEN ERA OF CARTOONS 

LEG~IES 
FROM THE 

LIVING ROOM 
A Love~Grief Equation 

Debra Parker 01 iver 

poems 

Randall R. Freisinger 

Writers Rack Up New Titles 
Mizzou alumni keep banging out the books. To be considered for coverage, mail your 

book published in 2019 or scheduled for 2020 to Dale Smith, MIZZOU magazine, 

109 Reynolds Alumni Center, Columbia, Missouri, 65211 . 

G it's Saturday Morn- Gregory Mertz, BS RPA '78 - The Art and Making 

ing!: Celebrating the (Savas Beatie, 2019) of Dumbo: Foreword 

Golden Era of Cartoons by by Tim Burton by Leah 

Joe Garner and Michael Ash- - Talk to Me: Gallo, MA '08 (Disney 

ley, BA '02 (Quarto, 2018). How to Ask Editions, 2019) 

Better Questions, o Metropolis at War: Get Better Answers, o Murdering the 

London by Larry and Interview Anyone Message: How 

Waterfield, BJ '64 (Austin Like a Pro by Dean Real Journalists Cope 

Macauley, 2019) Nelson, MA '84 (Harper- with Fake News by Karl 

Collins, 2019) Suchman, BJ '76 (Dog Ear 

0 Sleuth Works by Publishing, 2018) 

Margery Neely, M G God in the Ra inf or-

Ed '68, PhD '71 (Author- est: A Tale of Mar- o Legacies from the 

House, 2018) tyrdom and Redemption Living Room: A 

in Amazonian Ecuador Love-Grief Equation by 

o Attack at Daylight by Kathryn Long, BJ '71, Debra Parker Oliver, MSW, 

and Whip Them: BA '72 (Oxford University '85, PhD 'oo (Outskirts 

The Battle of Shiloh by Press, 2019) Press, 2018) 

o Windthrow and 
Salvage: Poems 

by Randall Freisinger, 

BJ '63, MA '64, PhD '75 

(Kelsay Books, 2019) 

- Math Art: Truth, 
Beauty and Equa-

tions by Stephen Ornes, 

MS '03 (Sterling, 2019) 

- America's 
Holy Ground: 

61 Faithful Reflections 
on Our National Parks 
by Brad Lyons, BJ '93 , 

and Bruce Barkhauer 

(Chalice Press, 2019) 

. ~ 

1=1c;t4T 
LIKI: 1-\ 
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How• Grann>0ts Monment Took on 

th• Gun lobby and Wily Women 
WIH Chant• the World 

SHANNON WATTS 
F0Utrt0£R OF MOMS DEMAND ACTION 

FOREWORD BY JUL IANNE MOORE 

~ The Eye in Team: 
Cinderella Wore 

Sneakers by Morgan " Mo" 

Eye, BS BA '15, M Ed '17 

(Hilltop30 Publishing 

Group, 2019) 

(I) Fight Like a Mother: 
How a Grassroots 

Movement Took on the 
Gun Lobby and Why 
Women Will Change the 
World by Shannon Watts, 

BA '94 (HarperOne, 2019) 
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**Dennis Glenn Spel- ber of Kappa Sigma and April 9, 2019, at 87. He was William "Bill" Ross Jr., *Barbara Elise Cooney, 
man, BS Ed '53, of Stur- served in the U.S. Army. a judge for the Buchanan BS Ed '57, of Kansas City, MA 'Go, of Sedalia, Mo., 
geon, Mo. , April 8, 2018, at County Probate Court for Mo., Feb. 20, 2019, at 83 . May 8, 2019, at 82. 
87. He taught high school **Darwin Hindman Jr., 12 years. He was a member of the 
industrial arts for 35 years. BA '55, JD '61, of Colum- 1954 Tiger Baseball NCAA **Marion F. Brink, 

bia, Mo., June 16, 2019, Janet Reeter, Arts '56, Championship team. PhD '61, of Wilmette, 111. , 
Webster E. Bay, BS Ag at 86. He was a member of Raymore, Mo., June 16, March 20, 2019, at 86. 
'54, of Fort Myers, Fla. , of Beta Theta Pi and was 2019, at 83 . ** James Robert 
April 25 , 2019, at 99. He mayor of the city of Co- "Bob" Hodge Jr., BS Ed *Eugenia Crain, M Ed 
was a member of Alpha lumbia for 15 years. **William C. Ferril, '59, ME '62, of Harrison- '62, of Columbia, Mo., 
Gamma Rho. BS BA '57, of Wayzata, ville, Mo., Dec. 19, 2018, April 2, 2019, at 98. She 

*Earline Joan Alford, Minn., April 14, 2019, at at 85 . He was a U.S. Navy was a teacher. 
**Marguerite L. Burns, BSN '56, of Fairfax, Va., 87. He was a member of veteran and worked in 
BS Ed '54, of Herculaneum, April 26, 2018, at 85 . Delta Sigma Pi . public education fo r **Vida Stanard, 
Mo., Oct. 26, 2018, at 96. 32 years. BS Ed '63, of Poplar Bluff, 
She was an elementary **Richard Caplinger, BS **Robert Garrett, Mo., Oct. 16, 2018, at 77. 
school teacher for 17 years. BA '56, of Jefferson City, BS EE '57, of Columbia, J. Larre Barrett, BJ 'Go, She was a member of 

Mo., April 15, 2019, at 85. Mo., July 2, 2019, at 84 . of Columbia, Mo. , May 27, Marching Mizzou and was 
**Kenneth Fiala, BS BA He was a member of Phi 2019, at Bo. He was the an instructor and ad min-
'54, of St. Louis April 10, **Richard Dahms, JD Beta Kappa and a U.S. Air vice president of sports istrator at Three Rivers 
2019, at 87. He was a mem- '56, of Country Club, Mo., Force veteran. sales for ABC-TV. Community College. 

TRADITION. 

MIZZOU® 
BOTTLED. 

VINTAGE 
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GIVING SPIRIT 

Gordon Spainhower, 
BS EE '70, and Joyce 
Spainhower loyally 
serve their community 
of Columbia, Mo. by 
volunteering to train 
service animals as a way 
to help others. In the same 
giving spirit, they also 
support students with 
educational opportunities 
and scholarships through 
the University Of Missouri 
College of Engineering. 
The Spainhowers will endow 
their scholarships through 
beneficiary designations 
from their IRAs. 

Learn how you can make 
a gift through your IRA 
or other retirement plans. 
Call 1-800-970-9977 
or email giftplanning(a1 
missouri.edu. 

M Gift Planning &"{ 
U . Regional Advanceipent 

Universi ty of Missouri 



Exclusive savings 
for your love of 
rewards side. 
As part of the Mizzou Alumni Association, you may 
be eligible for a discount on your insurance. 

We appreciate groups that bring people together 
over common values and interests. That's why we're 
proud to offer you exclusive discounts on your 
insurance. Plus, we offer up to 20% savings when 
you bundle your home and auto insurance.* 

With more than 90 years of experience and 
expertise, Nationwide can help you protect what 
matters today and plan for what comes tomorrow. 

See how we can help protect your 
life's many sides. 

Visit nationwide.com/MizzouAlumni 
or call 1-855-550-9215 for more information. 

Nationwide"' ASSOCIATION 

'Savings compared to stand-alone price of each policy, based on national sample customer data from 2017. Discount amounts do not apply to all coverage or premium 
elements; actual savings will vary based on policy coverage selections and rating factors. Nationwide has made a financial contribution to this organization in return for 
the opportunity to market products and services to its members. Products are underwritten by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and affiliates , Columbus, Ohio. 
Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2018 Nationwide AFO-1106AO 
(11/18) 
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CONNECTIONS 

Operation Friendship 
There are friends ... and then there are friends who will give you a kidney. 
After struggling with kidney disease for about a decade, Ravi Dasari was regressing. Co-workers noticed how much weight 

he'd lost, and the once-gregarious Mizzou fan was now often too exhausted to take advantage of his season tickets with 

friends. He was one among the 100,000 people in the U.S. waiting for kidney transplants, and he needed one now. None of 

his family members was a match. So, at the insistence of his nephrologist, Dasari emailed a humble request to friends, family 

and colleagues. In the end, it was a chance encounter at an airport back in 1996 that led not only to a chain of friendships but 

also to a kidney and a new lease on life. - Kelsey Allen , BA, BJ '10 For more on donating a kidney, visit kidney.org. 

Carrie Plummer, BJ '96 Ryan Ferguson, BS BA '98 
Leawood, Kansas Fort Collins, Colorado 
President of Associate partner and complex 
Open Book Communications program manager at IBM 
Plummer was standing in baggage Whenever Ferguson and his wife, 
claim at St. Louis Lambert Inter- Traci, BS BA '97, visit Missouri from 
national airport wearing a Mizzou Colorado, they get together with 
sweatshirt when she spotted Dasari and Plummer. The quartet 
someone else in black and gold recounts Mizzou sports highs -
and struck up a conversation. She the SEC East Championship win 
was headed to her hometown of over Texas A&M - and lows - the 
Belleville, Illinois, and Dasari was missed field goal against South 
traveling to the 1996 Missouri- Carolina - from during their 
Illinois basketball game. Both friendship. Dasari's kidney condi-
worked in marketing communi- tion rarely came up. " Ravi never 
cations in Kansas City, and they complained about anything," says 
exchanged business cards. Dasari Ferguson, who only discovered his 
not only became an early mentor to friend 's dire situation after receiving 
Plummer - he became part of the his unassuming email request. With-
family. "He's an unofficial uncle to in a day or so er usons 
our kids," says Plummer. "And he ha tacted the donor progra 
loves our dog probably more than I to see if they were matches. "Ravi 
do." Plummer introduced Dasari to is the nicest guy," Ryan says. " He'd 
her closest friends from MU, the F - do anything for anybody, and he's 
gusons, at a tailgate during the 008 in need. There aren't a lot of health 
football season, and they've een ____ r_is_ks, so why not do it? It's a small 
going to games together e er si sac for doing something th 

changes s eone's life." 

Ravi Dasari, BJ '83, MBA '86 
Leawood, Kansas 
Enterprise communication 
consultant for Sprint Business 
When Dasari pressed send on his email 
asking those close to him to consider 
donating a kidney, he felt a lot of doubt. 
"My doctor said I need to understand 
there are people who are altruistic, but 
I never expected the kind of support I've 
received ." Twelve friends volunteered, 
and four were matches, including the 
Fergusons. So, on Sept. 12, 2018, at 
Kansas City 's Research Medical Center, 
doctors removed Ryan Ferguson's 
kidney and implanted it in Dasari's 
body - "and it's working great," Dasari 
says. No longer constantly fatigued, he 
is back to his chipper self and is making 
plans to attend Mizzou Homecoming in 
October with the Fergusons (Plummer 
will be there if her kids' soccer schedule 

lows). " I can't even describe how it 
ma s me feel," Dasari says. "An organ 
transp nt is the biggest gift any human 

---~b"-'e::..:.:ing ca ive another human being. I 
hope · · sp· es other people to t hink 
about bein iving donor." 
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I traveled from Ghana, West 

Africa, to the United States in 

1999. I came here with $300 in 

my pocket, one suitcase and 

a dream. 

Now, here I am. A graduate 

from one of America's finest 

nursing schools. 

KwekuOsei 
Parkville, MO 
Doctor of nursing practice '19 

MIZZOU ONLINE is for the achievers. The career-advancers. 

The opportunity-seekers. 

With 125+ online degrees and certificates, Mizzou Online is 

Mizzou for you. All the perks of the university you know and 

love - without setting foot in a lecture hall. 

Kweku achieved his dream and elevated his career without 

uprooting his life. 

What will YOU do with Mizzou? 

PROPEL YOUR FUTURE WITH ONE CLICK. 

Visit online.missouri.edu/alumni 

10%TUITION 
REDUCTION 

10 percent tuition awards 

on ONLINE programs. 

Members of the U.S. Armed Forces, including 

veterans and their spouses and children. 

Graduates of Missouri's public 

community colleges. 



**George L. Marr Jr., a reporter for the Omaha 
BA '64, of Corrales, N.M., World-Herald for 30 years. 
Sept . 10, 2018, at 80. He 
served in the U.S. Army. * James Dennis Cobb, BA 

'72, MA '73, of Madison, 
**Lawrence Pember- Wis., Feb. 1, 2018, at 67. 
ton, BA '64, of Carrollton , He was a budget and 
Texas, May 29, 2019, at 77. policy analyst for the 
He was a member of Delta Wisconsin Department of 
Sigma Phi. Health Services for over 

30 years. * John Phillip Felt, BA 
'66, MA '69, of Alexandria, **L. James Kissick Ill, 
Va., April 5, 2019, at 74. BS CiE '72, MS '74, of 
He served in the U.S. Navy. Leawood, Kan., Dec. 8, 

2018, at 68. He was presi-
**Loren Golitz, MD '66, dent and co-founder of 
of Denver March 8, 2019, Kissick Construction Co. 
at 77. He was a member of 
Beta Theta Pi. Bruce L. Lutz, BS AgE '73, 

of Wichita, Kan., June 28, ** John Lamont, MS '66, 2019, at 67. 
PhD '70, of Ames, Iowa, 
Nov. 27, 2018, at 76. *Susan E. Conner, 

BJ '76, of Sioux City, Iowa, 
**Dorothy L. Kneib, M April 1, 2019, at 65 . 
Ed '67, of St. Joseph, Mo., 
May 5, 2018, at 82. She Glen W. Wolfrom, 
taught in the St . Joseph PhD '76, of St. Joseph, 
School District for 15 years . Mo., July 9, 2019, at 72 . 

**Geoffrey Gifford, **Thomas Dlabal, MD 
BA '68, of Chicago Feb. '78, of Fort Walton Beach, 
9, 2019, at 72 . He was a Fla. , Dec. 19, 2018, at 66. 
member of Phi Beta Kappa. 

**Larry Quisenberry, 
*Rhonda Stansberry, PhD '78, of Macon, Mo., 
BJ '69, of Omaha, Neb., March 5, 2019, at 76. He was 
Aug. 3, 2018, at 71. She was a member of Kappa Delta Pi 

ALUMNI NEWS 

and served in the U.S. Navy. 

*Robert Allen Robison 
Sr., Ed D '79, of Jefferson 
City, Mo., Oct. 25, 2018, at 87. 
He served in the U.S. Navy. 

**George Hodgman, 
BA, BJ '81, of Paris, Mo. , 
July 20, 2019, at 60. He 
edited books and maga-
zines and wrote the best-
selling memoir, Bettyville 
(Viking, 2015) . 

* Jana Beth Revell, 
BJ "81, of Ballwin, Mo. , 
Oct.6, 2018, at59.She 
worked for the Missouri State 
Highway Patrol for 22 years. 

**Carolyn Novinger, 
BS IE '86, of Prairie Village, 
Kan. , May 26, 2019, at 56. 
She was a member of Pi 
Beta Phi . 

** Judith Beckett Cart-
er, M Ed '88, of Columbia, 
Mo., April 7, 2019, at 77. 

*Linda Lurline Hayes, 
BA 'oo, MPA '06, of War-
wick, R.I. , May 27, 2019, at 65. 

** Joyce Lindgren 
Mitchell, MA '94, PhD 
'oo, of Columbia, Mo., 
March 12, 2019, at 86. 
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Mizzou Botanic Garden 

Help keep our campus beautiful . 

Annual membership, $25 

Lifetime membership, $1,000 

Tribute Tree, $2,500 or more 

Tribute Bench, $5,000 or more 

Gifts are tax deductibl e to the extent allowed by law. 

Mizzou Botanic Garden 
University of M.issouri 

For more information: (573) 882- 183 0 or ga rdens.missouri.edu 
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+- On July 16, 1969, the 
world watched along 
with Jan, Mark and Ricky 
Armstrong, far left, as 
husband and father Neil 
Armstrong commanded 
the launch of Apollo 11. 

Four days later, 
Armstrong and Buzz Al
drin, top right landed the 
lunar module and became 
the first men to walk on 
the moon. The astronauts 
spent the night on the 
moon before rejoining fel
low crew member Michael 
Collins for the journey 
back to Earth, where the 
trio splashed down in the 
Pacific Ocean on July 24, 
right center. Also pres
ent at the launch was a 
15-year-old John Bisney, 
bottom right, shown with 
an Apollo lunar module in 
November 1969. The lad 
was so enamored of what 
he had witnessed that 
he went on to become a 
journalist covering nearly 
every major space mis
sion thereafter. His latest 
book is Picturing Apollo 11: 

Rare Views and Undiscov-
ered Moments, with 
co-author J.L. Pickering. 

e Dave Liftoff 
Fifty years ago, Apollo 11 inspired at least one future Tiger's career covering space. 
10 ... g ... 8 ... later treasure the photo of himself with President Nixon at the 

The countdown crackles through John Bisney's transistor VIP viewing site.) In high school, Bisney will be accredited to 
radio. The sun is just now rising over Merritt Island, Florida, cover Apollo program launches for the Science Center newslet
but the 15-year-old has been up for hours, having ridden in ter. At Mizzou, he will major in broadcast journalism en route 
the car from St. Petersburg. Now he stands in a grassy area to a career reporting on nearly every mission thereafter through 
just inside the south gate to what was known then as Cape the 30-year Space Shuttle program. He will witness the Apollo 13 
Kennedy Air Force Station some 12 miles from the event that launch and the Challenger disaster and capture in words the 
will change his life. triumph and tragedy of humankind's striving for the cosmos. 

The date is July 16, 1969, and Apollo 11 sits on the distant But it all starts with this first small step. 
launch pad, poised to carry humans to the very moon that is With 6 seconds left, Bisney sees the flash of the huge Saturn V 
slowly fading into the clear morning sky. People all over the rocket igniting. Steam and exhaust billow from the engines, 
country are holding their breath as they follow the launch from which are slowly building up thrust. 
afar. Bisney is here. 3 ... 2 ... 1 ... Liftoff! 

Bisney has scored a pass through his adviser at the Science It takes 2 or 3 minutes before the thundering soundwave 
Center of Pinellas County, where he attends after-school astro- blows past Bisney. By then he is already watching Apollo 11 
nautics classes. The moment that is mere seconds away will so shrink into that blue infinity, carrying the collective imagina
inspire the budding space-nut that he'll write the White House tion of a nation, a planet and at least one 15-year-old boy. 
and request an invitation to return for Apollo 12. (Bisney will - Tony Rehagen, BA, BJ '01 
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SINC LAI R 

New Building 
for a New Generation 

Construction will soon begin on an up-to-date structure that 
will provide space to help solve the nursing shortage. 68 

S P E C I A L S E C T I O N I Fall 2019 

The Tiger Place Story 
Nurses revolutionize 
long-term care 72 

Calls to Nursing 
Why these alumni 
do what they do 76 



Nnrsint's Nezt 
Generation 

In this School of Nursing spe
cial edition ofMIZZOU maga
zine, we not only look back on 
tremendous successes but also 
forward to great possibilities. 

Our story on the evolution 
of TigerPlace (Page 72), a 
unique aging-in-place facility, 

describes a key partnership between Drs. Marilyn 
Rantz of the School of Nursing and Marge Skubic 
of the College of Engineering. In the early days of 
TigerPlace, the idea that elders could and should 
age in a location of their choosing was a novel one, 
and this living laboratory has allowed faculty to 
explore and evaluate groundbreaking care coordi
nation and early-alert technologies. We take great 
pride in this pioneering work as we continue to 
create and study new and evolving technologies 
that help older adults age safely. 

I hope you will join us as we envision a future 
that includes a new building for the School of 
Nursing (Page 68). This facility will allow us to 
educate more nurses using the latest technologies 
and to perform more research that builds upon 
our strong research legacy. I am grateful to Dean 
Emerita Judith Fitzgerald Miller who laid the 
groundwork for this vision and to donors who are 
making it a reality. Our new home will provide 
our School of Nursing the physical recognition it 
so richly deserves. 

I hope you enjoy this issue's stories as we reflect 
on accomplishments and imagine our future as a 
leading school of nursing. - Dean Sarah Thompson 

t Research by Marilyn Rantz has helped realize the aging-in

place model of care. See Page 72. 

66 MIZZOUMAGAZINE NURSING SPECIAL SECTION 

THAT NURSING LIFE 

t Laura Remy, 
BSN '12, MPH '17, a 
Sinclair School of 
Nursing doctoral 
student, received a 
$15,000 Philanthropic 

Educational Organi
zation Scholar Award 

for her potential 
impact on society. 

\ 

Save the Date 
April 24- 25 , 2 020 

The 30th annual 
Sinclair School of 
Nursing Awards 
Banquet and 
Alumni Reunion will 

feature graduates 

of 1960, 1970, 1980, 
1990, 2000 and 
2010. All alumni 
are welcome. More: 

nursing.missouri. 
edu/alumni
awards-banquet 

Last spring, Sinclair School of Nursing doctoral stu
dent Laura Remy, BSN '12, MPH '17, was one of only 
150 women selected from 900 nominees to receive 
a Philanthropic Educational Organization Scholar 
Award for academic achievement and potential im
pact on society. The $15,000 award is life-changing, 
particularly for a graduate student. But this recogni
tion is only the second turning point in Remy's life. 

Because growing up, the last thing she ever 
wanted to be was a nurse. Both of her parents were 
nurses. They missed nights, weekends and holidays 
when on call. Family vacations were planned around 
the hospital schedule. The work was hard, long and 
emotionally draining. Then, when Remy was 16, her 
mother, a breast cancer nurse, was diagnosed with 
the same disease. Remy volunteered at the clinic to 
help her mother and really saw what the job was all 
about. "Even working on days after her chemo treat
ments, she was still optimistic for those patients, 
many of whom were as sick as she was," Remy says. 
"You're not supposed to take your work home with 
you. But when you see people on the worst days of 
their lives, it changes your life." 

It changed Remy's. She found in herself that same 
compassion and ability to connect with others and put 
them at ease. She enrolled at Mizzou and obtained a 
master's degree in public health in 2017 before starting 
her doctorate. As much as Remy loves the one-on-one 
contact of nursing, she believes she can make a broader 
impact through public policy. "She has the inquisitive 
mind that is vital to being a successful researcher," says 
Remy's faculty mentor, Maithe Enriquez. ''.And the 
thick skin that is vital to being a public servant." 

"I believe I can be an advocate - it's something I re
ally have a heart for," says Remy. ''.After all, nursing is 
about making a little change in a patient's life every day." 
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Improving Eldercare Tech 
These days, we use technology in virtually every facet of our daily lives, 
but beyond our Fitbits, we don't often associate IT with our own health. 

Sinclair Associate Dean for Research Gregory L. Alexander looked at how 
information technology is used in nursing homes. His most recent study, 

published in the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Associa
tion, found that although information exchanges among nursing homes, 

hospitals and other stakeholders are gaining in popularity as a method 

for improving patient care, the range of adoption of these systems var
ies wildly from facility to facility. Alexander and his fellow researchers 

established a maturity model with which nursing homes could mea

sure how much they are using IT. The seven-stage model ranges from o 

(nonexistent} to 6 (use of data by the resident themselves). The hope is 

that administrators can better understand the technological disparity 

among the nation's nearly 16,000 nursing homes and incorporate tech 
to improve the latter part of our lives. 

LEARNING LEADERSHIP 

In fewer than four years, Andrew Lane has gone from a 
graduate nurse to the executive director ofan $18 million 

long-term care facility in St. Charles, Missouri . He 
attributes his skyrocketing success to an online pro

fessional development certificate program offered at 

no cost to registered nurses and nursing home ad

ministrators from skilled nursing facilities in Missouri 

thanks to funding from the Missouri Department of 

Health and Senior Services . 

Created by the Sinclair School of Nursing to decrease 
staff turnover in nursing homes and improve the quality 

of care, the Enhanced Leadership Development Acade

my (ELDA) provides formal leadership training to nurses 
and administrators. "Registered nurses are primarily 

promoted because they're good clinicians," says Shir

ley Farrah, assistant dean of nursing outreach and ELDA 

program director. "They've worked their way up but 

never had the benefit of a coherent, evidence-based 

program of study in leadership." 
Through ELDA, Lane learned how to manage and 

engage with employees from different generations, 

understand quality assurance and process improve
ment, and create measurable goals. "ELDA gave me 

the resources to perform at my highest level - to 

effect change, to understand process analysis and to 

deliver quality care," he says. 

Now in its 12th year, ELDA has 346 graduates from 
226 long-term care facilities in Missouri . Evaluation studies 

indicate graduates, and those with whom they work, re

port that they are more competent, confident and effective 
leaders, which leads to improved clinical outcomes among 

residents, increased teamwork, better communication 

among employees and higher retention rates. 

More: tinyurl.com/ELDAMU 

Thought 
Leaders 

Donna Prentice, 
PhD '18, helped make 

history as one of a 
record 30 School of 
Nursing students, 
postdoctoral fellows, 
alumni and faculty giv
ing research poster and 
podium presentations at 
the 2019 Midwest Nurs
ing Research Society 
conference. Her doctoral 
nursing research on 

unnecessary tests found 
that health care providers 
can safely exclude a 
pulmonary embolism 
diagnosis in roughly 
10 percent of patients 
without resorting to 
costly CT pulmonary 
angiography by add-
ing end-tidal carbon 

dioxide to the diagnostic 
process. Prentice, a 
clinical nurse specialist 
at Barnes Jewish 
Hospital in St . Louis, 
won first place in the 
Doctoral Student Poster 
Contest and received 
an Outstanding Graduate 
Student Award from the 
Acute and Critical Care 
Across the Lifespan 
Research Interest Group 

(RIG) . Other award 
winners include 
Yuanlu Sun, PhD '18, who 

received the Dissertation 
Award from the Self-Care 
RIG, and Kimberly Powell, 
a postdoctoral fellow who 
received the Dissertation 
Award from the Health 
Systems, Policy and 
Informatics RIG . 
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When the current Sinclair School 
of Nursing was built in 1979, 
teachers lectured in front of 
chalkboards. Miss Benson had 
yet to retire from teaching her 
"bed making and bedpans course." 
And nursing students became 
proficient in IV sticks by 
practicing on one another. 

A lot has changed since then. Today, profes
sors present cases and ask students to identify 
problems, compare and evaluate solutions, and 
decide how to deal with clinical situations. Courses 
examine nursing informatics and how to interact 
with diverse patient populations. And nursing 
students hone practice skills on mannequins. 

What hasn't changed is the nursing school's 
building. 

Despite its aging facilities, the School of Nurs
ing has continued to produce leaders in every 
aspect of health care delivery, education, research 
and policy formation . But with an urgent need 
for more nursing professionals nationwide, the 
scientific and technological advances in health 
care, and an explosion of faculty conducting 
research that informs evidence-based practices 
to improve patient care, the building doesn't meet 
the needs of the highly acclaimed nursing educa
tion program. 

"This country is facing its worst nursing shortage 
ever," says Dean Sarah Thompson. 

"The current building's space constraints have 
contributed to us having to turn away students. 
The new building is imperative not only to in
crease class size but also to teach differently." 

In 2020, the school will break ground on a 
$30 million 65,000-square-foot facility that will 
provide space to increase the number of graduates. 
Its design and technology will foster both active 
learning by students and research productivity by 
faculty. Here's how. 

THE FUTURE OF 
NURSING EDUCATION 
Clinicals are an invaluable part of nursing educa
tion, providing students hands-on experience with 
patients in the workplace. At Mizzou, nursing 
students rotate through clinical sites across Co
lumbia, spending anywhere from go to 270 hours 
each semester working and learning alongside 
practicing nurses and interacting with patients. 
However, due to the nursing shortage and the 
complexity of some patient cases, increasing the 
available clinical spaces within hospitals in order 
to grow enrollment is a challenge. From 2005 
to 2015, more than 2,200 qualified applicants 
were denied access to the fifth-semester clinical 
undergraduate program because oflack of clin
ical sites. "We can only send so many students 
to the OB floor," says Robin C. Harris, associate 
dean for academic affairs for the school. "But 
we can simulate what it would look like to take 
care of a patient in labor within our own simu
lation facilities. " 

At the Essig Clinical Simulation Learning Cen
ter and the Miller Safe Practices Room, students 
practice nursing skills on patient simulators, 
thinking critically, solving problems and provid
ing care in a safe environment where mistakes 
pose no risk to patients. Simulation also allows 
nursing students to work not only with more di
verse patient populations but also in uncommon 
scenarios, such as a patient experiencing a heart 
attack or stroke, which they might not see in a 
clinical setting. "It's hard to get every student the 
same great learning opportunities in the clinical 
setting," says Sherri Ulbrich, associate teaching 
professor and undergraduate program director. 
"Simulation can be used to provide these scenar
ios for everyone." 

As clinical practice for nursing students be
comes increasingly difficult to sustain nationwide, 
the National Council of State Boards of Nursing 
passed guidelines allowing nursing schools to 
substitute up to 50 percent of traditional clinical 
hours across the prelicensure nursing curriculum 
with high-quality simulation experiences. 

But the current 3,000-square-foot sim lab -
an open space with hospital beds divided by cur
tains that was retrofitted into the building - is 
at maximum capacity. In the new building, the 
simulation center will feature seven high-fidelity 
patient rooms that not only better replicate the 
health care environment where students will 
practice but also have the technological capa
bilities to record the experience. Like coaches 

NEW BUILDING 
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t The new simulation 
center will feature seven 
high-fidelity patient rooms 
that better replicate the 
health care environment 
(top photo) and a clinical 
skills and safe practices 
room (bottom left), more 
than doubling the size of 
the current simulation 
center. There will also be 
more lounge areas for 
students (bottom right). 

and players reviewing game tapes, faculty and 
students can watch the video and discuss what 
went right and wrong. The technology will also 
allow for other groups of students to participate 
in those simulations through virtual learning. 

And at 9,000 square feet, the simulation cen
ter will allow the school to increase class sizes by 
40 percent to 50 percent and graduate up to 
100 more nurses each year. "The opportunity 
to expand enrollment to many highly qualified stu
dents we would otherwise turn away every semes
ter will be a great benefit to the university as well 
as to the state," Ulbrich says. About 13 percent, or 
more than 5,000, staff nursing positions in Missouri 
hospitals are vacant. Temporary agency nurses fill 
most open positions at a substantial cost premium. 
For every 20 supplemental positions eliminated, 
a hospital could save, on average, $1.4 million, 
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according to the NSI Nursing Solutions 2019 National 
Health Care Retention and RN Staffing Report. 

"Hospitals can't provide good patient care 
when they don't have enough registered nurses," 
Thompson says. Higher baccalaureate-prepared 
nurse staffing levels are associated with fewer 
deaths, lower failure-to-rescue incidents, lower 
rates of infection and shorter hospital stays. 

STUDENTS TAKE CENTER STAGE 
The new building will also allow the school to 
incorporate more current evidence-based teach
ing models. The shift is away from lectures, 
where students are passive recipients of knowl
edge, to active learning, where students engage 
purposefully with the material. "Our profession 



is all about synthesizing content and applying it 
to a specific case," says instructor Clayton Clark. 
"Active learning allows nursing students to move 
outside of the knowledge acquisition levels of 
learning to the application, synthesis and cre
ation levels of learning." 

In the current building, interactive modes of 
teaching can be difficult to attempt. When Clark 
presents a case study to the 115 students in his 
Mental Health Nursing course, he divides them 
into groups of five and poses discussion ques
tions to each group: What further assessments 
would you need to do? What questions would 
you ask the family? "It gets very loud even with 
very minimal conversation - because that's the 
way an auditorium is intended to work," Clark 
says. "Some groups have to leave the auditorium 
and work in the lobby or hallway. It's challeng
ing." The new building will feature two large 
flexible active learning classrooms and several 
medium and smaller classrooms. The room 
design, flexible furniture, writing surfaces and 
technology combine to support faculty-student 
engagement and to invite collaboration and 
creativity among students. 

"Students are interested in the quality of the 
education that they are going to get," Thompson 
says. "Right now, we're in an older building. The 
technology doesn't work well in the classroom. 
The simulation center is small. All they have to do 
is visit another university and see something that's 
been upgraded, and they can see the difference." 

This infusion of technology and encourage
ment of exploration will not only attract students 
but also facilitate their success. Research shows 

that learning is enhanced for anyone participat
ing in an active-learning environment, especially 
first-generation students. 

NEW AVENUES OF RESEARCH 
The new building will also better support faculty 
productivity and success. School of Nursing 
faculty have received some of the largest research 
grants awarded to MU. But the current build
ing lacks space to accommodate research teams. 
Significantly expanding the nursing school's 
physical research space will allow faculty to 
better work together brainstorming strategies, 
analyzing data and developing their next projects. 
Such a facility will open new avenues of research 
and contribute to solidifying MU's Association of 
American Universities standing. "The chancellor 
has asked for this campus to double its funding in 
research expenditures," Thompson says. "Having 
more space will allow us to recruit faculty who are 
highly engaged in research." 

As part of a five-year capital plan for the 
four-campus University of Missouri System, 
the project will be funded through the School 
of Nursing's reserve funds, MU Health Care 
funding, private gifts and proceeds from land 
sales. The existing building on MU's Univer
sity Hospital campus will be demolished, and a 
free-standing, three-story building will be con
structed on the existing foundation. The project 
is slated for completion in 2022. 

Visit nursing.missouri.edu to learn more about 
the new building. M 

t The new building will 
feature research suites 
for faculty, significantly 
expanding the nurs
ing school's physical 
research space. 

School of 
Nursing 
facultr have 
received 
someofMU's 
largest 
research 
grants.But 
the current 
building 
lacks space 
to accommo
date research 
teams. 
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The House that 
Nurses Built 

STORY BY NANCY YANG, MA '83 '.!1 PHOTOS BY NICHOLAS BENNER 

Researchers at the Sinclair School of Nursing have spent 
the past two decades developing a new paradigm that 
defies long-held assumptions about aging and decline. 
Tiger Place, an innovative senior care facility in Columbia, 
embodies the researchers' mission to help residents maintain 
function and independence as they age. The outcomes speak 
for themselves. TigerPlace residents stay healthier and go to 
the hospital less frequently than the average American in 
senior housing, and they live up to 2.5 years longer. Senior 
care communities in Missouri and other states are adopting 
key elements of this innovative model. 

➔ Marilyn Rantz, Curators 
Professor Emeritus, has 
led groundbreaking nurs
ing research at TigerPlace, 
a combination eldercare 
facility and laboratory. 
Rantz, standing, talks 
with TigerPlace resident 
Anne Welsch. 

Lou Skubic's physician found it remarkable. Here 
was a 96-year-old patient living in his Brookings, 
North Dakota, home, who recovered from pneu
monia without having to go to the hospital. That 
was thanks to the watchful eyes of Lou's wife, Mary 
Ann, and to an in-home movement monitoring 
system developed at the Sinclair School of Nurs
ing (SSON). Sensors placed under his mattress 
had signaled bed restlessness six weeks before the 
diagnosis, and a depth sensor picked up a change 
in gait four weeks prior. With that information in 
hand, Mary Ann was able to be proactive and get 
Lou to the physician before the pneumonia became 
severe enough for hospitalization. 

Later, Lou moved to Tiger Place, a senior care 
community in Columbia designed by SSON 
researchers. It was at Tiger Place that a team 
of nursing and engineering researchers had 
developed not only the sensors that caught his 
pneumonia early but also a sophisticated care 
coordination approach that enhances providers' 
ability to detect a host of conditions well before 
they become serious. 

This kind of monitoring is just one aspect of 
the TigerPlace one-of-a-kind "living laboratory" 
that's developing a visionary model of care for its 
residents. Research and technological advances 
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allow residents to receive care tailored to their in
dividual needs in an optimal environment. In this 
way, Tiger Place is part of an emerging approach 
to care called precision health. 

"Care at TigerPlace is customized for each 
resident," says Kari Lane, Tiger Place operations 
director and an associate professor at SSON. 
"The sensors that we use at Tiger Place 'learn' 
the individual resident." Rather than basing 
alerts on the general population, the sensors col
lect data from a resident and generate an alert 
when patterns change. The sensor technology, 
along with other components of precision health 
such as recognizing the importance of diet and 
lifestyle, contribute to the goal of keeping resi
dents healthy and independent. 

"The key, really, is that we try to keep people 
in their homes for as long as possible, which is 
much different from the traditional long-term care 
model," Lane says. Instead of moving to different 
facilities for higher levels of care, Tiger Place resi
dents remain in senior apartments while receiving 
care as needed through the end oflife. 

Keeping people from having to move as they 
age is one of the principles of the aging in place 
(AIP) model that inspired TigerPlace. Moving 
can be so disruptive for seniors that it can cause 
them to lose function, both mentally and physi
cally. So instead, Tiger Place brings the care to its 
residents. 

"As a person needs more care, we wrap those 
services around them," Lane says. For example, 
after an illness or surgery, residents often require 
additional therapies, nursing assistance and 
medications, but as they recover, they need less. 
"We start pulling things away, but we're still right 
there in case something happens, and we can pro
vide that support." 

More than two decades of SSON research and 
collaboration have gone into creating and sustain
ing AIP. Back in 1993, after a national meeting 



before Tiger Place opened, and building that ca
pacity came out of the focus groups," says Donna 
Otto, instructor emerita of nursing at SSON. Fear 
of falls was something the older adults and their 
children agreed on, so Rantz went to the College 
of Engineering in search of new solutions to this 
age-old problem. 

"There she found Marge Skubic, a phenomenal 
faculty member who had two aging parents, and 
she had that same passion for safety," Otto says. 
"Marge really got it." Thus began an extraordinary 
partnership between Rantz and Skubic, daughter 
of Lou and Mary Ann. "The fun part was watch
ing Marilyn with nursing language and Marge 
with engineering language, and the more they 
worked on this, Marge was able to talk nursing 
and Marilyn was able to talk engineering." 

Research has documented how sensors enable 
timely interventions by alerting the care team to 
early symptoms of pneumonia, infections, hypogly
cemia and other conditions including depression 
and the escalation of dementia. Depth sensors can 
capture changes in gait three weeks before a fall 
is likely to happen, and staff can take measures to 
prevent it. This is particularly important because 
the majority of falls in seniors indicate another 
health problem is brewing. 

"When we get a depth sensor alert, the nursing 
staff knows the resident has an 86 percent chance 
of falling in the next three weeks," Lane says. "Our 
goal is to get them therapy within 48 hours. We set 
really clear goals, and we can see on the line graph 
when they're getting better." The graph tracks not 
only walking speed, but it is also an accurate esti
mate of the traditional test that physical therapists 
use when they have someone rise from a chair, 
walk 10 meters and return to a seated position. 

A new development involves more advanced 
bed sensors placed under mattresses to detect 

heart failure. Currently, these sensors pick up 
heart and respiration rates as well as restlessness 
and general sleep patterns, but Skubic and her 
team hope to create an advanced sensor that will 
give nurses a lot more information about their pa
tients' cardiovascular health. 

Skubic and Giovanna Guidaboni, professor of 
electrical engineering and computer science, are 
collaborating on a model that uses ballistocardio
gram waveforms to track changes in a person's 
cardiovascular health over time. Eventually, this 
work could lead to different models for men and 
women. These models hold special promise for 
women, whose symptoms are underdiagnosed, 
because their cardiovascular processes differ from 
men's. Down the road, research using individual
ized parameters could result in a personalized 
cardiovascular system model. "That's precision 
medicine, and that's the direction we're moving 
in," Skubic says. 

With its focus on technology and individualized 
care, one might expect TigerPlace to be expensive. 
It's not. A cost analysis of nursing-home-eligible 
residents found that TigerPlace came in $20,000 a 
year lower, on average, than standard nursing home 
care. One factor is AIP's success in helping keep 
residents independent, thus requiring fewer expen
sive services. Care coordination at Tiger Place, along 
with the use of sensors, allowed residents to remain 
in independent senior housing 2.5 years longer than 
care in traditional facilities. 

For residents and their families, that can be 
time well spent. Lou Skubic moved to Tiger Place 
at age 96 and lived there for the last eight months 
of his life. "Those eight months were very pre
cious," says Skubic. "I got to know Dad in a way 
that I hadn't because he was here, and we could 
spend a lot of time with him. He would tell stories 
I had never heard before." M 

t Above left, resident 
Bob Bush plays bingo 
during a daily activity 
period. Above, after a 
30-minute yoga workout, 
instructor Jackie Schnei 
der helps resident Susan 
Crigler onto her scooter. 
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Calisto -urs1ng 
The variety of ways nur ses can serve others is astounding to those outside the profession and often surprising to nurses 
themselves. Graduates of the Sinclair School of Nursing work in myriad areas besides patient care, including research, legal 
consulting, information technology, insurance, pharmacology, health facility design and teaching. The graduates featured 
here chose various career paths leading to the same goal - making a difference. BY DAWN KLINGENSMITH, BA, BJ '97 

'' This job is going to kill me." 
That was the prophecy of one patient whose 
physical examination - performed by Greg Lind, 

MSN, FNP 'Bo - ultimately led to a distressing diagnosis. It 
might seem ironic to anyone other than Lind that the patient 
had only then, after fighting fires for three decades, come to 
this conclusion about his job. Now the patient was a fire chief, a 
promotion that put an end to him running into burning build
ings. Taking charge of 300 firefighters was stressful, though, 
and as Lind found and a cardiologist confirmed, the powerfully 
built fire chief had four blocked arteries at age 54. 

He quit. 
The patient's decision dismayed Lind. Still, from lead

ership responsibilities to bureaucratic inefficiencies, "He 
had identified the stressors of the job, and they could, in fact, 
have killed him," Lind says. 

Burning buildings aren't the biggest threat even to rank
and-file firefighters. Statistically, stress-related diseases are 
deadlier - a surprising fact that led Lind to accept an offer to 
run a clinic devoted to this population. He'd balked at the idea 
before doing some myth-busting research on what he might 
expect to see. "I was picturing the movie Backdraft," with its 
face-melting burns, Lind says. "I wasn't sure how I could help." 

Lind had worked with specialized patient populations 
before, including veterans and nursing home residents. He 
has applied his nursing education in various capacities, at 
one point writing a health column for the Fulton Gazette in 
Missouri. A career highlight was establishing the first in
dependent nurse practitioner-owned and -operated walk-in 
clinic in the state of Washington in 1990. 

His practice couldn't handle every problem that came 
through the door. Medics, including firefighters, were called 
to transport patients requiring hospitalization, and Lind got to 
know them. One of them suggested that Lind do the district 
firefighters ' yearly physicals. 

No longer picturing scenes from Backdraft, Lind knew he 
could help after all because the profession's most common 
health problems are largely preventable. In fact, he proved so 
helpful that a major fire district north of Seattle provided the 
space and equipment for his current practice, Firefighter Pri
mary Care, and Lind sold the walk-in clinic to give the new 
venture his full focus. Lind - who established the Lind Diver
sity in Nursing Program and scholarship at MU with his wife, 
Diane - helps fellow health care providers, as well, by setting 
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standards for examining and treating firefighters. The job's 
risks point to the need for certain screenings, yet it is often as
sumed that firefighters are so fit that they can safely forgo such 
examinations. "Why would firefighters need physicals? You've 
seen their calendars. They're in great shape. That's the think
ing," Lind says, "and it's wrong." In fact, it can be dead wrong. 
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The challenge 
wasn't only 
about improv
ing health 
care; It was 
also about 
preserving 
human 
dignity. 

citing media reports of elder abuse and legislative 
efforts for reform, a group of SSON researchers 
rolled up their sleeves. Marilyn Rantz, executive 
director of Aging in Place Project and Sinclair 
Home Care, was one of them. 

"We were challenged to create a new approach 
for the aging population that was looming," 
says Rantz, an acclaimed research nurse who 
in 2012 was elected to the National Academy 
of Medicine. She and colleagues had observed 
staff at some facilities doing too much for the 
residents by putting them in wheelchairs and 
walkers when they could still walk on their own. 
They also witnessed staff doing too little: doing 
a "check and change" rather than assisting resi
dents with toileting, for example. The challenge 
wasn't only about improving health care; it was 
also about preserving human dignity. 

Over the years, Rantz and her colleagues have 
examined ways to do this, but early on, they want
ed to hear from their subjects. "We did original 
research with focus groups to find out what was 
most important to them," Rantz says. "We needed 
to hear both the perspectives of older adults and 
their children - the other half of the equation. 
It's where we picked up all the principles for AIP." 

Rantz still laughs at the intergenerational dis
agreements that came out of the groups. Older 
adults wanted independence, and their caregiv
ing children wanted to see them safe. Building 
on those outcomes, Rantz and her team began 
researching nursing practices that could accom
plish those counterbalancing goals. 

A body of federally funded research on care 
coordination for older people in the 1980s found 
that well-prepared registered nurses and social 
workers are key. Outcome studies show that 
these professionals with expertise deal with 
both residents' physical and mental health needs 
earlier and more effectively than do less experi
enced staff. Care coordinators at Tiger Place are 
prepared to pick up signs of changes in health 
conditions early. They also interpret signals from 
the motion sensors, depth sensors and bed sen
sors that many residents elect to have in their 
rooms. With proper analysis, these sensors can 
pick up changes in gait, sleeping patterns and 
other metrics that signal impending disease or 
functional decline. 

"You really need well-educated staff who un
derstand how to encourage people to be as inde
pendent as possible and pick up the problems 
early," Rantz says. "The treatment isn't sending 
people to the hospital or ER. Instead, a registered 
nurse care coordinator will call the physician's 
office. A well-educated nurse will know what to 
ask and how to help patients after that conversa-
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tion." Research backs this up with impressive out
comes. Compared to the national average, the care 
coordination model at Tiger Place kept residents 
alive nearly a year (o.8 years) longer, and if they 
used sensor technology, another 1.7 years longer. 
The combination of care coordination and sensors 
adds on average another 2.5 years for people who 
live at Tiger Place. 

Building Tiger Place as a bricks-and-mortar pro
totype of the AIP model took years of planning and 
collaboration that included two Missouri statute 
changes. The statutes passed in 1999 and 2001 and 
allowed TigerPlace to be built; as an AIP demon
stration site, it is regulated but operates differently 
from traditional nursing homes or residential care 
facilities in the state. 

In 2001, the SSON entered into a partnership 
with Americare Systems Inc., of Sikeston, Mis
souri, which owns and operates the facility, while 
the school provided nursing care. Last spring, 
the school turned over the nursing care compo
nent of Tiger Place to Americare, though students 
and faculty will continue their research and pro
gramming. The change reflects an expansion of 
a public-private partnership and more opportuni
ties for other Americare communities to adopt 
the Tiger Place model. 

To date, several Americare communities in 
Missouri and other states already have adopted 
elements of the Tiger Place approach. In addition, 
Rantz and Marge Skubic, director of the Center 
for Eldercare and Rehabilitation Technology at 
MU, have consulted with groups developing inno
vative facilities at Texas State University, Texas 
A&M University Corpus Christi, University of 
Texas at Arlington, University of Texas at Austin, 
and Kansas University. 

"Under Marilyn's extraordinary leadership and 
mentorship of junior faculty, TigerPlace has im
pacted the field of gerontology in many ways," says 
Kitty Buckwalter, professor of nursing at the Uni
versity of Iowa. She applauds Rantz for developing 
a model for a productive public-private partner
ship, which brings innovative treatments from aca
demic research to the marketplace through private 
enterprise. Rantz and others she has mentored 
have secured sustained grant funding of more than 
$14.5 million since 2004 to support their research. 
Buckwalter also notes how Rantz engaged in inter
disciplinary collaborations, including the develop
ment of seminal sensor technology. 

Several Americare communities use the sensor 
technology developed at MU. There are six other 
communities participating in current research 
with the sensors at this time, and many others 
have installed the sensors for studies in the past. 

"The technology research started two years 



t Greg Lind, MSN, FNP 'Bo, runs Firefighter Primary Care 
in Seattle and helps set standards for examining and 
treating firefighters. 

S everal patients come to mind when Katy Decker talks about the 
impact of her work, but one, in particular, makes her heart swell 
- an older woman with Type 2 diabetes. The patient's blood sugar 

levels hovered in the target range but periodically spiked, and her con
cerned doctor called in reinforcements. Decker's care coordination team 
at Summit Medical Group in Knoxville, Tennessee, was assigned to the 
case and sniffed out the reasons for the erratic readings. The hairiest rea
son was nonmedical - her dog. 

"The patient would run out of money for groceries, so she wouldn't eat 
well during those times," says Decker, BSN '08, DNP '16, a second-gener
ation nurse and the team's supervisor. "But she was mostly worried about 
feeding her dog." 

That warm, fuzzy detail was an important puzzle piece for the team 
charged with coordinating her care. Coordinated care is a delivery model 
that goes beyond a health care facility's four walls to identify conditions 
affecting a patient's health and then work with community partners to 
address the issues. It turned out that the patient would sooner miss a meal 
or her meds than let her dog go without. Decker's team dealt with the 
causes and medical consequences of that selfless act by registering her at 
the local food bank and pet pantry. "By accounting for the social determi
nants of health, care coordination decreases hospital readmissions and 
empowers patients to self-manage their chronic illnesses," Decker says. 

Along with two nursing degrees, Decker holds a master's degree in 
business administration with an emphasis in health care management. 
In her previous jobs at Boone Hospital Center and Tiger Place - an 
aging-in-place community jointly operated by the School of Nursing and 
Americare Systems in Columbia - she enjoyed direct patient contact, but 
she knew early in her career that she wanted to make decisions affecting 
the health of entire populations. Today, she manages a team that supports 
60 practices with over 300 providers and nearly 300,000 patients in her 
role as director of care coordination at Summit Medical Group. Although 
no longer involved in patients' daily care, Decker still sees to it that their 
health doesn't go to the dogs. 
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BeaJlng Body and Soul 

H elping people is Ashley Shaw's goal in 
life and the reason she earned three 
MU degrees - a bachelor's in nutrition 

and exercise science in 2011, a master's in public 
health in 2013, and a doctorate (PhD) in nursing 
in 2017. "I knew I wanted to make a positive im
pact in the community, but I wasn't sure what 
that would look like," Shaw says. 

Her life's work would start coming into focus 
when she wrote her dissertation on black clergy
women's responses to congregants experiencing 
intimate partner violence. 

She discovered that female clergy are some
times reluctant to help black women seek resources 
from formal support systems outside the church 
because they not only encounter barriers to access 
but also insensitivities to cultural differences. One 
study subject, a Pentecostal minister identified as 
Elizabeth, said red tape was a formidable problem: 
"Just, you know, take off the barriers so that people 
can get help. Sometimes people don't want to navi
gate a system or even enter in a system because it's 
too hard to navigate." Implicitly biased assump
tions that black women are already overburdening 
the system is another deterrent to seeking outside 
aid, she added. 

At the same time, clergywomen don't regard 
the church as a self-contained support system and 
feel that psychological needs and certain practi
calities - such as creating a plan for remaining 
safe - are beyond the scope of their advisory role. 

"Spirituality is a big part 
of the healing process, and 
outside the church, that piece 
is missing." - 4sldey Shaw 

This observation underscores the need to bridge 
the gap between the church and the community 
to make sure women receive the full spectrum of 
resources and services. 

These findings "hit close to home," Shaw says, 
because her college friend had been abused and 
wasn't comfortable seeking help. Shaw's research 
suggests that secular organizations lack a key to 
healing. "Spirituality is a big part of the healing 
process," Shaw says, "and outside the church, that 
piece is missing." 

Now a postdoctoral fellow at the University 
of Kansas Medical Center Alzheimer's Disease 
Center, Shaw has shifted her research to reduc-

ing Alzheimer's risk among black Americans by building community 
partnerships and incorporating culture into dietary interventions. If spirituality 
is missing in domestic abuse advocacy, soul is a missing dietary staple. To 
reduce the risk and speed of cognitive decline, doctors generally advise 
patients to follow one of three meal plans, including the Mediterranean 
diet. "The recommended diets don't take into consideration black culture, 
so acceptability and adherence to them is often lower," Shaw says. 

Her research will look at cultural barriers to healthy eating among black 
Americans and whether culturally tailored dietary interventions would 
address that issue for African Americans who were raised on soul food. 
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4 t MU Health Care in the early 2000s, Sue Scott 
debriefed clinicians involved in unanticipated patient 
events. An experienced nurse she calls Tony told her 

about his patient who died unexpectantly during a routine 
procedure. Tony had hardly slept or eaten since. He looked to 
Scott like he had the flu. But he held it together until the end 
of the interview when Scott asked how he was faring. Tony fell 
apart. Sobbing uncontrollably, he managed to tell Scott that he 
didn't think he was smart enough to be a nurse anymore. And 
with that, Tony shifted the focus of Scott's career. 

"Tony is the nurse I'd want by my side if I ever woke up 
in the ICU," says Scott, BSN '88, MSN '94, PhD '14, who felt 
compelled to restore his confidence and prevent him from 
quitting. She recalled reading an article that coined a name 
for reactions like Tony's - the second victim response - but 
the author did not offer remedies. It became Scott's mission 
to find them. 

A farm kid who used to put fake casts on her little sister and 
even a few pets, Scott is a natural born nurturer who went into 
nursing to care for pediatric patients. "I never dreamed I'd end 
up helping colleagues," she says. 

Caring for fellow caregivers would come later in her career. 
From 1979 to 2001, she worked with critically ill neonates 

as a bedside nurse and transport nurse and then managed 
MU Health Care's neonatal intensive care unit. After that, 
what had seemed like her destined career path began to take 
alternate routes. She worked for three years as a legal nursing 
consultant before returning to MU Health Care as a quality 
improvement and patient safety nurse. There, motivated 
by Tony's experience, Scott began conducting studies and 
publishing papers on the widespread but poorly understood 
phenomenon of second victimhood. 

She has since been to nine countries and 32 states to present 
her findings. "One of the things I've learned in my career is 
to never say never," says Scott, who earned a doctorate in her 
mid-5os to lend credibility to her work. 

Focusing on second victim support, she observed that 
clinicians go through predictable stages of healing and can 
be helped through them seriatim. Hospitals a round the 
world now use MU Health Care's second victim support pro
gram based on her research. 

Scott was recently promoted from patient safety manager to 
director of nursing for professional practice at MU Health Care. 
"With a nursing degree, there are so many things you can do," 
she says. Approaching her 42nd year in nursing, Scott may have 
time yet to find out what more of them are. 
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TRADITIONS LAST FOREVER, BUT IT'S TIME TO 

SAY GOODBYE 
TO YOUR OLD SCHOOL BUILDING! 
In December 2019, the School of Nursing building we know and love will make 

way for a new, updated structure. So, before the wrecking balls starts swinging, 

we invite you back to campus to roam the halls one last time, sign your name on 

a memory wall , meet old friends and faculty, trade stories about your first day in 

clinicals, and take a few selfies. 

Join us on Homecoming weekend, Oct. 12 and 13. Visit nursing .missouri.edu for the 

schedule of events. 

Follow us on social media: 0 University of Missouri Sinclair School of Nursing 

'I @MizzouNursing @) mizzounursing 

Sinclair School of Nursing 
University of Missouri Health 



Conveniently located at 1-70 and Highway 63, the 
Drury Plaza Hotel Columbia East is just 4 miles from 
"Mizzou," the University of Missouri. 
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